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Under Veil of Secrecy, SGA Violates Its Own




The SGA last night removed Ward
MacDonald '01 from his office as Vice
President of Finance in a prolonged con-
tentious meeting with questionable par-
liamentary procedures.
This action follows a month of bizarre
incidents, serious allegations of wrong-
doing, and several closed meetings,
which have left the SGA paralyzed.
MacDonald, who was instrumental in
creating Trinity Days, was dismissed by
a 20 to 3 vote. Shawn Lee '01 will serve as
acting VP of Finance for the remainder
of the semester.
The articles of impeachment against
MacDonald were based on several inci-
dents. MacDonald allegedly threatened
to take away funds from ConnPIRG, stat-
ing to a representative, "I don't like your
organiza tion and can take all your fund-
ing away." MacDonald was also charged
with vandalizing the SGA office in
Mather Hall, possible election fraud, fail-
ing to distribute budgets to student or-
ganizations by May 2000, and misuse of
the key to the SGA office.
"He has failed me and he has failed this
board and he has failed the student
body," SGA PresidentJ. Russell Fugett '01
stated during Monday's heated meeting.
"There has been a breach... a breach of
trust... a breach of respect, and a breach
of our Constitution," added Fugett.
"There has been a breach and you must
impeach.
Ipss fife
SGA Steering Board members take in the debate at last
night's controversial meeting.
ANNETROWBRIDGE
"This is a new SGA, and things that
might have been acceptable in the past
are no longer acceptable."
MacDonald attacked the impeach-
ment process as a "frustrated lashing out
by this board." He added in his own de-
fense, "1 want my job. I think I'm very
good at it...that is all that matters in this
case."
The vote occurred in closed session,
despite the fact that the conditions for a
closed session under Article IX, Section
2 of the SGA Constitution were not met.
The Constitution states that if "the en-
tire Steering Board and three-fourths of
the delegates agree...the SGA may hold a
closed meeting."
No such vote took place.
A motion by David Alexander '03 to
suspend the rules of the impeachment
debate and allow an open session was
defeated by one vote. The SGA then
chose to follow impeachment rules and
proceed to close debate, allowing those
rules to take precedent over its own Con-
stitution, following the advice of SGA
Advisor Darrell Claiborne and Ben
Lazarus '03, who was sanctioned by the
chair for foul language and personal at-
tacks. The closed session was the fourth
the amount of time being spent on this
issue. Communications Committee
Chair Trude Goodman '03 complained to
MacDonald that, "You haven't let us get
down to our business." Alexander ech-
oed that statement stating, "Ward is a
cancer ripping our SGA apart." Fugett
described MacDonald as, "a Vice Presi-
dent of Finance who has no respect for
the body of which he is a part, for the stu-
dents that elected him and for the Stu-
Former SGA member ANNETROWBR.DGE
Ward MacDonald'01.
dent organizations that rely on him to
oversee almost half a million dollars."
The only allegation to which
MacDonald admits is the defacement of
the SGA office on August 31. MacDonald,
m a self-described "epiphany," wrote the
iftfe
in blaCkpeYmlngrit marker.
MacDonald, requested to paint the wall
with an "off-white paint," instead
painted the wall pink. Fugett and Asst.
Dean of Students Chris Card gave
MacDonald a second deadline of Sep-
tember 27 to restore the office to its
former state, but he failed to do so, and
left a voicemail message to Fugett that,
"the SGA Executive Board can deal."
For his part, MacDonald stated that, "I




For the last year the faculty
College Affairs Committee has
been discussing the idea of cre-
ating an honor code to govern
Trinity's campus. An honor
code would oversee both the
academic and social aspects of
student life.
Discussion has reached the
point that a committee consist-
ing of both students and faculty
is being convened to discuss a
time-line and strategy for creat-
ing such a policy. Professor
Adrienne Fulco, who has thus
far spearheaded the venture,
talks about the reasons for a stu-
dent/faculty committee. "We
don't want anyone to think that
this is some secret plot hatched
by the other end of campus."
"It's not one of those secret
things that's happening behind
closed doors," Katie Light '03,
one of the original students in-
volved on the faculty commit-
tee, agreed.
Faculty members and stu-
dents involved are contacting
see HONOR CODE on page six
INSIDE THIS WEEK'S tffrtpob
Andrew Schurr takes a
look at tonight's debates and
provides results from a few
informal polls see p. 7
Not registered to vote yet?
Read about student leader
Jon Prosnit and find out
how you can register before
elections seep. 9
Rent choreographer
Marlies Yearby 's perfomance
at Austin Arts Center re-
viewed see p 13
News page 5
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Announcements..,..page 14
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New Crime Stats Published
f BY MAGGIE KAGAN
J News Writer
If by chance you checked
your Trinity e-mail this Sunday
you would have come across a
message concerning the avail-
ability of the 1999 Annual Cam-
pus Safety Report.
The Director of Campus
Safety, C. G. McLaughlin Jr's
quickly affirmed, "The purpose
of the report is to educate stu-
dents, faculty and staff to the
crime risks in our community
and to create an awareness of
each individual's responsibility
to insure that our behaviors fa-
cilitate a safe living and learn-
ing environment."
The report is in accordance
with the Jeanne Cleary Act of
1990, also known as the "Stu-
dent Right-to-Know and Cam-
pus Security Act" and United
States Public Law 101-542. It in-
cludes incidents from January 1
to December 31,1999, as well as
from 1997 and 1998.
McLaughlin commented,
"Our biggest deterrent to cam-
pus crime is our sense of com-
SOORCB CAMPUS SAFETY
1997
munity and our willingness to
watch out for each other."
Community is definitely a
large factor in campus-wide






























Upon this release Maureen
Heneghan '03 summed up stu-
dent reaction stating, "Students




The newly released statistics show a
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Anyone following the presidential race can tell you that this will be the closest election
since Kennedy-Nixon in 1960. While the latest poll numbers show the candidates tied,
both Vice President Al Gore and Texas Governor George W Bush canvass the nation tire-
lessly to attract voters that will give them the edge to win this race. Moreover, control over
Congress, the Senate and state houses across the country will are equally in doubt and will
stand in Jimbo until November 7th.
However, the victors of this contest will be decided more by those who choose not to vote
than by undecided "swing voters." Voter turnout in the United States is the worst of any
industrialized democracy in the world. The 1996 Presidential election reinforced this sad
fact as turnout dropped below fifty percent for the first time in recent history.
To find the culprits of this demise in civic engagement, we need look no further than
ourselves. Young people have the worst rates of registration and voting of any demographic.
It is not that our generation is lazy. On the other hand, we are engaged in community ser-
vice and grass-roots organizing. Sadly, we have been sold a false bill of goods that has con-
vinced us that politics and government does not matter.
For examples why this is false, consider how young adults and students are treated under
the law. The debates over Social Security and Medicare illustrate America's budget priori-
ties - and the electoral power of the elderly, not coincidental^ the group with the highest
voting rates. Meanwhile, governmental leaders can speak of reducing student loan and
education funding with impunity.
The Tripod is co-sponsoring a voter registration drive with the student group SUAVE to
try to change this dismaying situation here in the Trinity community. We suggest that all
students fill out the form, found on page 8, and return it to SUAVE workers at Mather to-
night or to the Community Service Office.
Not only will this make it very easy to vote on Election Day - the polling station is only
yards away at the firehouse at the end of Summit Street - but it will also empower our stu-
dent body as a constituency of 2,000 motivated citizens.
From the People that Brought You A Two-Day Reading Week
In last night's meeting, the SGA not only impeached Finance Vice President Ward
MacDonald '01 for his wrongdoing, but they also impeached their own credibility as stu-
dent leaders when they ejected fellow students from their meeting.
The result of their meeting, MacDonald's removal, is not nearly as embarrassing as their
methods for getting there. Beyond juvenile antics such as foul language and speaking over
each other, their actions prove, once again, that they view themselves more as an exclusive
club than as a legitimate governing body. Just as their paper-free campaign ensured the
election of friends and cronies, the closed session impeachment debate and vote allowed
them to handle a "sensitive" issue amongst themselves.
16 out of 27 members voted for a motion introduced by David Alexander '03 that would
have allowed the meeting to remain open; however, their dubious parliamentary rules -
which contradict their own Constitution - mandated a 2/3 vote. These 16 members de-
serve to be congratulated for their commitment to open democracy, but those who voted in
opposition should be held accountable for their actions, both now and come time for re-
election. .
Communications Committee Chair Trude Goodman '03, the official mouthpiece of SGA,
assured Tripod staff members that the entire session would be open and then voted to close
it. This is at best duplicitous and at worst outright lying. When one thinks of the closeness
of the vote, the situation is even more repugnant.
In order for students to have a real voice at Trinity College, we need a powerful student
government. But is it hard to blame the administration, faculty and students for distrust-
ing the SGA when they act in this fashion? Dedicated and honest students need to get
involved with campus politics and break the control that this cabal now exerts.
Many consider the recent
clashes in Israel between Pal-
estinian youths and Israeli
soldiers the worst violent dis-
plays of discontent in the




ened Thursday by Israeli con-
servative Ariel Sharon's visit
to a site sacred to both Jews
and Muslims, Palestinian stu-
dents and others have fought
Israeli soldiers attempting to
quell the situation.
Fighting has remained pri-
marily against Israeli soldiers,
and has not yet sparked vio-
lence among citizens. Lives
have been lost. People are in-
jured. Again, a history that is
as deeply rooted as many of
Israel's prized shrines
emerges after an all to brief
hiatus.
What initiates these inter-
nal revolts and highlights this
issue as the critical focal point
of all discussion in Israel?
The answer is simple, yet it
is often lost in the bureau-
cratic politics surrounding
this issue. As one Palestinian
told a New York Times re-
other top officials, or even their
citizens. Too often peace pro-
cesses in Israel only survive as
long as those who have enacted
them are in power, and rarely
are they generally accepted or




one day reach an
agreement in a peace
accord with Israel. However,
this does not and historically
has not guaranteed that the
Palestinian population will
honor any concessions Mr.
Arafat felt were necessary to
attain peace. In addition, Is-
rael has politically ousted two
presidents primarily based on
their handling of the peace
process. Another Prime Min-
ister who fathered the peace
process in the early 1990s lost
his life at the hand of a young
student who refused to allow
any process that would make
concessions with Palestin-
ians.
What is apparent is a lack of
representative leadership by
both parties. Although this
might seem to suggest a need for
western democracy, its motive
is more deeply rooted. In a cul-
ture rich in ancient tradition
and more importantly faith, the
people, driven by a higher call-
ln a modern world of modern wars and modern
politics, we are witnessing ancient passions
collide with ancient philosophy and ancient war.
porter, "This is a war between
religions." Therefore, as a reli-
gious and ethnic war, one can-
not expect political agreements
to calm the passions of men and
women who feel over five thou-
sand years of heritage is being
challenged.
In a modern world of modern
wars and modern politics, we
are witnessing ancient passions
collide with ancient philoso-
phy and ancient war. Politics
has proven time and again in
the last 30 years that it is not
strong enough to withstand a
more unified sense of self.
The overall failure of the
United States in breaking any
real ground in the process re-
flects an almost justified hos-
tility towards the western
political system in handling
the Middle Eastern issues
rooted in religion and ancient
culture.
Is peace in Israel possible?
The problem that has con-
stantly plagued the process
since the late 1970s is that often
the leadership of these nations
and factions does not clearly
represent the attitudes of either
ing, are stronger than their, govr
eminent. Thus, in the truest
democratic sense, government
must at least reflect the con-
cerns of the Palestinian and Is-
raeli people.
Assassinated Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin is im-
mortalized by a great many Is-
raelis for being more concerned
with the health of the?nation
than with thepQlitical en-
tanglement of the peace pro-
cess. That is something many
of his successors have ignored.
It appears now that both Is-
raeli and Palestinian leaders
must put the peace process on
the back burner and reevalua te
the concerns of their people.
Therefore, at least for the time
being, the United States and
other nations must back down
and allow both peoples a
chance to establish a represen-
tative leadership that strongly
understands the needs and con-
cerns of its citizens.
A Palestinian and Israeli
leadership must earn the trust
and respect of its people. Then,
and only then, can one begin to
discuss peace in Israel.
Finally TCAC got it right! A good weekend all around!
However we do request that B+G turn up the heat here at
Camp Trin Trin. $ 30,000 is a lot to pay for pneumonia!
Toga Party
The first time Trinity has seen
j>. so many people at a Party
* Barn event since the 80s party
Heightning awareness...but
Eros Chalk Campaign A W should women really "worry
* Mhat [their] husband is gay?"
The SGA
Looks like spring cleaning
came a little early this year
Tutorial College W What?! Don't tell me youi
surprised they had a keg party!
• • : • : » > * *
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Why Protesting Alone Will Not Bring Change
\ BY J. ASHE REARDON
Opinions Editor
Participants in last week's protests in
Prague must have gone home disap-
pointed. Not only were they unsuccess-
ful in their efforts to shut down the
meeting of the World Bank and Inter-
national Monetary Fund, but they were
also snubbed by a news media more in-
terested in the Yugoslavian elections
and George W. Bush's dicey knowledge
of the English language to pay much
attention to the "street theater" in
Prague.
Protesters have the
ludicrous idea that: finger
pointing will somehow
liberate the 1.3 billion who
live on $1 a day.
For the third time in about a year
streets swelled with angry protesters
who expressed a diversity of concerns
that converged around the notion that
the two lending agencies are "evil" and
"oppressive," and that finger pointing
will somehow liberate the 1.3 billion
people who live on less than $1 a day.
There was a sprinkling of anarchism
thrown in with the Communists and
protectionist unions who touted signs
like "Make love, Not Trade" as they exco-
riated the various financial leaders of
member nations bottled up inside the
main complex where the meetings were
held.
Last Tuesday's protests were not so
much a legitimate challenge to the two
lending agencies as they were a very cre-
ative and selective (mis)interpretation of
what is going on inside the two agencies,
and indeed, with globalization itself. In
blarn1ffg"rh*WBW'd!s|)roblems on global-
ization and its agents, anti-globalizers
have turned a two-sided issue into a one-
way attack. By embracing the bad and
ignoring the good, they construct a glo-
balization that is oppressive; a system-
atic and calculated ploy by the rich to
put more into the hands of the haves and
take more out of the hands of the have-
nots. Picture Dr. Seuss's Grinch stealing
from the world's most devastated people.
The real globalization, eclipsed by the
anti-globalizers and advocated by politi-
cal scientists and leaders of countries rich
and poor, bears the seeds that, if allowed
to grow, could make the world a fairer,
freer and more comfortable place to live
in. This is the globalization that spreads
democracy and better medicines far and
wide, brings disparate peoples together,
and embraces the values of stewardship,
hard work, and egalitarianism.
The last decade of the 20th century did
not bode well for countries in the periph-
ery (Third World). Development Eco-
nomics, as embraced by the World Bank
and I.M.F.,led countries receiving foreign
aid to encounter the worst of hardships.
The culprit was the "Market or nothing"
idea that saw lending agencies require
countries developing their economies to
copy a Western model not suited to their
fragile societies. It was deeply flawed.
But the negatives of globalization are
but one side of the story, and I think it
necessary to point out a few facts that
contradict the anti-globalization man-
tra, and paint a more positive, if realis-
tic, picture of globalization.
Thomas Friedman, Foreign Affairs
columnist for the New York Times, writes
that legitimacy is one of the most effec-
tive, positive side effects of globalization.
Legitimacy is what the Soviet Union did
not have, what Slobodon Milosovic does
not espouse. Because we live in a
"borderless" world
where we're jusca cell
phone-call away, where news is perva-
sive and email structures our lives, au-
tocrats and dictators are no longer able
to get away with the kind of bullying
that just a few years ago would have gone
unnoticed. It is thanks to globalization
that Milosovic lost his bid for another
term as Yugoslavia's president, and that
Augusto Pinochet, longtime dictator of
Argentina, has been brought to justice.
While the system is by no means perfect,
the precedents set today are building an
infrastructure that should allow for
transparency to proliferate, both in gov-
ernments and in business.
In the world of multinational corpo-
rations things are turning positive, too.
Because consumers are now more aware
of injustices in many of the world's fac-
tories, many companies have voluntar-
ily turned their business practices
around, and are now paying employees
more money to work for fewer hours in
more suitable working conditions.
The notion pushed by protesters that
lending agencies are syndicates for the
lack of accountability inherent in capi-
talism weighs down a very practical is-
sue with theoretical speculation, which
keeps discourse at a stratospheric level
of abstraction. Some in the Marxist camp
see protests as representing the will of
the silent losers of globalization, that the
protesters are speaking for the little guy
who is wholeheartedly opposed to the
lendingagencies and to globalization it-
self. Protesters dorepresent those ravaged
by failed efforts at development, but not
every worker in the Third World has
been destroyed by globalization. Reliev-
ing the suffering of the many flattened
in globalization's path calls for more
than political theory and picket signs.
As for the verity of the argument, lend-
ing agencies are coming to terms with
past mistakes, ac-
the 1990s their programs hurt more than
helped in developing economies. World
Bank President James Wohlfenson and
managing director of the l.M.F. Horst
Kohler represent a different era in the op-
eration of their institutions. That is why
upon his appointment as head of the
l.M.F, Mr. Kohler embarked on a tour of
16 developing countries to assess prob-
lems and make changes like reducing
the stipulations attached to loans. In-
deed, the World Bank just completed a
two-part survey of 20,000 people who
live on $1 a day in order to make more
informed decisions on who receives the
$30 billion that the Bank distributes an-
nually. As a conduit to engaging thegen-
eral public, protests can be a useful tool.
But they cannot be a substitute for dia-
logue. Many see protests as sufficient to
enact change, and conclude that libera-
tion from inequality will come through
protest, a false hope because protests
yield, at best, an opening to informed dia-
logue.
But perhaps the biggest mistake by





stewardship, and hard work.
governing elites from the grass roots
level. They try tojump across a ravine too
wide. What they should do instead is
engage at another level, perhaps, by turn-
ing their attention toward large corpo-
rations. By imparting on them the
benefits of operating fairly, on reasonable
terms, in ways that preserve, instead of
destroy the environment, protesters
would help to spread legitimacy and ac-
Globalization
Protests as Unifying Force in Combatting Global Inequality
BY HAN WONG
Opinions Writer
Lately, popular discontent with glo-
balization has coalesced and mobilized
into visible protests and, indeed, into a
movement. Protesters have acted out
against various combinations of the In-
ternational Monetary Fund, World Bank
and World Trade Organization. These
protests form an increasing sense of
community and empathy with those
who have been exploited by financiers
and corporations who place profit over
people. The key to the highly organized
nature of these protests has been a
simple motto that calls for a reassess-
ment of international political economy:
"Think globally, act locally."
Protest is a peoples last resort, chosen
only when traditional channels have,
failed to deliver justice. It represents a
profound lapse/loss of trust in the Estab-
lishment. Protest is always a subtext
beneath the glories of heroes: an ideol-
ogy perpetuated through the likes of
popular culture (with movies like Ar-
mageddon, Gladiator, Mission Impos-
si We). The ideology functions insofar as
people believe that we need heroes to
arise out of our midst to save the world
in one fell swoop.
Globalization has elicited passionate
resistance for many reasons, but the pri-
mary reason stems from the fact that
there is a profound lack of accountabil-
ity on the part of multinational corpo-
rations. These behemoths worsen
already corrupt governments by making
representation proportionate to the do-
nations. In heralding "economic free-
dom" as the highest virtue, things like
human rights, worker's rights and com-
passion take on a lesser importance.
Nike Corporation, one of the biggest cul-
prits of human rights violations, has
now agreed to collaborate with the UN,
and also joined a new "Global Alliance
for Workers and Communities"— mere
token alliances that they use to bolster
public relations, which ultimately ig-
nore real issues like wages. Does that
mean one should stop purchasing Nike
products? I heard Boeing produces a lot
of war machines for the Pentagon. Does
Critics are correct in offering the idea
that protesters seem to have a vague
agenda, being composed of environmen-
talists, human rights and labor activists.
The doctrine to which their revolt is
channeled is the political economy of
neoliberalism, the paradigm that drives
institutions like the I.M.F., World Bank
and WTO. The idea is that governments
and people ought to get out of the way
so that markets can set prices, end infla-
tion and privatize.
One of its principal architects, George
Kennan, explains that we should "cease
to talk about vague and unreal objectives
Protest is a people's last resort... It represents a profound
lapse/loss of trust in the Establishment.
that mean I can't ride a Boeing plane
home to Alabama? No. The analysis is
unacceptably paralyzing. The funda-
mental point is that consumer choice is
a poor forum for protest—especially
since our wants are oten manufactured
through advertising. In all fairness, the
injustices that global capitalism has cre-
ated are the same ones that the I.M.F. and
World Bank are trying to rectify. But
loans that are made to developing coun-
tries are oten fed into the pockets of the
political and economic elite, leaving the
burden of debt to the people.
Moreover, so called "Structural Adjust-
ment Programs" force developing coun-
tries to open their markets to foreign
investors, creating a situation of exploi-
tation where .multinationals are able to
manufacture products quite cheaply and"
then sell them at an enormous markup.
such as human rights, the raising of the
living standards, and democratization"
and must "deal in straight power con-
cepts," not "hampered by idealistic slo-
gans" about "altruism and
world-benefaction."
Daunting as the jargon may seem, it
does not take a statistician to figure out
that world poverty is a vicious and en-
demic problem. Moreover, people are
starting to realize that the janitor who
cleans their dormitory at 6 a.m. every
morning is not, as was previously
thought, lazier and thus less deserving
of the "good life" than the Wall Street fin-
ancier who clicks his mouse all day
without actually producing any thing.
It seems, that if you count those:
80,0,000 currently imprisoned, the un-,
'"employment" rate among black men is.
25%! And while alternative fuels and
public transportation could cut into the
profit margin of oil producers and car
manufacturers, reducing global warm-
ing would save American drivers alone
billions in fuel bills. So why haven't
structural changes been carried out?
Why did the front page of the New York
Times this past week announce that
George W. Bush is proposing, instead, to
tear apart one of this country's last re-
maining natural habitats to dig for more
oil?
Democracy requires the consent of the
governed. The biggest threat to profiteers
and corrupt institutions is in the people's
knowledge of that. To prevent the real-
ization of elite control in the U.S., we cre-
ate resentment by taxing the middle
class to relieve the poor. Meanwhile, the
ones who profit are the same ones who
wreak havoc in the name of economic
freedom and "natural" forces.
This is not to say that there are always
clear-cut good guys and bad guys, there
are not. But it is important to look beyond
the discourse of culture and politics-
maintaining a skeptical eye and a spirit
of inquiry on those who have an interest
in our silence. In an article in the issue
of 23 September, the Economist warns:
"They aie right that the tide of 'global-
ization,' powerful as the engines driving
it may be, can be turned back.
The fact that...these things are true is
what makes the protesters—and, cru-
cially, the strand of popular opinion that
sympathizes with them—so terribly,
. dangerous." , ,. .
.-. Participatory democracy and a belief
in justice are dangerous..,but only when
people unite. Let's be dangerous together.
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Voyeurism And Apathy Expressed at Trinity College
A critique of the Trinity College as a microcosm of American culture
Last year two unfortunate
tragedies occurred on our cam-
pus. I do not want to harp on
these deaths, because what is
change spontaneously or
through miracles; they change
through an active student body.
I hear numerous complaints
from students like, The
*~™°~~*™d*™~™'™™™~~™°™™™™~™~™™" frats are never open now,
Chr i s t i an Sorace ?r .closcv.
to° ea r lI"or
"what happened to
Dintitri Speaks Trinity's social scene,
.._ i ni i m w h y is it so terrible this
• • • • - . . y e a r ? "
past is past and the complex-
. ity of what happened will
never be able to be fully under-
stood.
It is my belief, though,
that the administration has
demonstrated a negative
stringent reaction to these
tragedies and what it deems
a social scene gone out of
control. Have they become
stricter out of guilt? Perhaps.
Or maybe out of fear for its
own publicity? Perhaps, it
was that too. The thing is,
accidents happen and there
is no real way to say that
they could have been pre-
vented.
As a demonstration to the
outside world, however, the
administration has insti-
tuted Draconian measures
to make the campus a safer,
happier and more sterile en-
vironment. There have been
no monumental changes in
administrative policy, yet a
subtle, more vigilante, change
in the way infractions have
been handled and social
scenes tha t were opera ti ng last
year, heavily restricted.
In short, there has been an
unnecessarily stricter enforce-
ment of guidelines. The frats
have .become like exclusive
: nightclubs, in asense, because
Campus-Safety is always on
the prowl.
The administration has to
do its job though. I have a nega-
tive view of what the admin-
istration is doing, however, that
is not what this article is about.
What appalls me the most is
that the students, who are un-
happy with the way things
have been handled this year,
are sitting around waiting for
a leader, or for things to change
of their own accord. Social
scenes and institutions do not
But does anyone do anything
about it? Maybe someone
should write a complaint letter
to the Tripod or maybe pack
their own lunches instead of
going to Mather? My point is
there is no use in letting the ad-
ministration or any other body
of politics make decisions for, us
that infringe on our personal
rights and; responsibilities,
without protest or comment.
Most people would rather
leave responsibility on the
shoulders of "others" allowing
"them" to decide and shape life
for the collective good. This
type of a-inteltectualistn starts
before we are even conscious of
our own will.
. Children are brought up, un-
der the omniscient guidance of
their parents, being suckled on
academic institutions, and told
what, when, and how to think.
In a sense, a young adult's job is
to enter society, fill a position of
employment, produce maxi-
mum output for minimum per-
sonality risk investment and
not question authority, while
watching life go by.
This voyeuristic back-seat
phenomenon is typified in the
way the American public views
movies and television. Ameri-
cans watch the drama and pa-
thos of the "stars" on the screen
and sports heroes while sitting
in comfortable chairs at movie
theaters or on couches in their
homes. Most people do not want
to taste the tragedy of loss, or
universal grief, or. glory - people..
only want to watch it.
Another voyeuristic phe-
nomenon indigenous
to the world at large is
rubbernecking
when everyone slows
down to see what
happened in an acci-
dent, craning their
heads out the win-
dow, backing up traf-







lives are ruined, or
bent around the




tive of a definite ideological
problem in America: the avoid- \
ance of responsibility, living
. and action i.e. the collective me-
y ^ ^
For Trinity College stu-
dents, we have the ability,
however, to change what is
around us. We have become
too comfortable and passively
voyeuristic and it is time to
take social life, the only area
over which we should have
complete control, back into
the student's hands, We all
know who our captain is and
who is on his dazzling star sys-
tem. What is it that truly binds
us with delicate manipulation?
Is it not ourselves who just sit
back and go through the mo-
tions.
I appeal to you: do not sit
around and become one of
Trinity's statistics to gloss up
their student profile sheet - do
not be known, only, as a 3.7 GPA,
'Tmgoing to call security,Ed..Looks like we'vegotparty crashers!"
comfortably dressed, passive
aggressive, occasional smoker,
playing intramural sports to
keep the blood flowing, or in the
words of the band Radiohead "a
pigon antibiotics."
Be known for making a dif-
ference and not living by other
people's assumptions of how
young adults are supposed to
behave, and most importantly,
be known for choosing to live
and act according to what you,
on your own, have come to
know as truth, not what you
have been told it is.
Looking at the Tutoria
ollege Honor CodeC
The Tutorial College has at-
tracted a fair bit of attention on
campus, and for a variety of
reasons. I don't have the space
to discuss many of these rea-
sons, so let me concentrate on
just one: the Honor Code. The
Tripod last week called for the
nstitution of an Honor Code
:or the whole College, and I ap-
plaud the editors for that. But
the way the students and fac-
ulty of the Tutorial College un-
derstand our Honor Code may
not be what some other stu-
te^frftWlt|^aarftft^r1&-
tors have in rriind for Trinity as
whole. We do not know
whether our code is really ex-
portable or not, whether it is
the right model for the College.
Let me explain.
TheCode is not just a docu-
ment about self-government
or self-regulation of life in the
dormitory. It addresses self-
government as a part of how




the clearest kind of thinking
can take place only if the details!
of life and the details of one's re-j
flection are very close together
We believe that one canno
think very clearly about free-
dom and constraint, for ex
ample, unless real problems o:
constraint and liberty are madi
visible and tangible. We wan
to live these lovely theories
these ideals, as nearly as we can
Why? So we will know al
little better what the words irj
the books mean, what th
teachers of mankind have been
talking about down through!
the centuries. We want to join]
Our thinking with both our feel
ine and our conduct. We wan
nity of thinkers in which thej
separations of living and re
fleeting, of study and conduct
are kept to a minimum.
• - For this reason we all read]
the same books. We are trying
(and this is not easy) to exploi
the expertise and special talen
that each faculty membe:
brings to the table without sac
rificing our conviction tha
knowledge is, in the end,
We believe that the best kind of learning, the
clearest kind of thinking, can take place only
if the details of life and the details of one's
reflection are very close together.
mind. Without that conception
we would have only a moral or
political argument: conduct is
better regulated when the regu-
lator is very close to home—in
this case, the person himself. •
Now this may be a suffi-
ciently strong argument all by
itself. It certainly sounds splen-
did. Many famous thinkers have
believed it. But whether it really
is true depends very much on
experience with this or that
community of people, in this or
that time and place, in these par-
ticular circumstances. It is
hardly true a priori. It requires
very careful thought on the part
of those who would live under
its regime.
One has to ask: do I really
want the burden of policing
myself? Do I have enough cour-
age, enough honesty? Can I
keep myself from cheating,
from taking advantage of it,
ma inly for an easier way to deal
with this country's absurd
drinking laws? Not an easy
decision.The Tutorial College
has an additional argument, an
additional reason. We believe
that the best kind of learning,
seamless web. Hence ou
Honor Code has both a mora'
and intellectual rationale. Both
are very demanding. We don'i
know if we can make it work
but we are determined to try
My own belief is that if it does
work, it will be the students
who do it. It will be their spirit
• their commitment, that wil
carry us through.
Can the entire college taki
this as a model? I honestly don'i
know. But I do know that i
would be a very difficult thing,
It will disrupt long-standin
habits of teaching on the pan
of faculty. It will make admin
istrators extremely nervous. I
will unnerve many students
once they realize what they an
being asked to do.
I hope the College can find
way to adopt an Honor Cod'
But please: do it with your eye,
open. Don't be blinded by meri
moral sentiment. Conside
whether you really want to b
adults. And remember th
words of my favorite philoso
pher, Spinoza: all good thing:
are as difficult as they are rare,
•••• •• ProjessorLeeisDirectorqfth
Tutorial College





The discussion on "Human
Sexuality and Moral Justice"
last Thursday filled the alumni
lounge to capacity with people
interested in a seemingly irrec-
oncilable debate.
Speakers Rev. John C. Rankin
and Debra W. Haffner repre-
sented two sides of the issue.
Rankin presented the more
strict biblical interpretation of
"one man, one woman, one life-
time." Haffner interprets Bibli-
cal writings as representative of
many healthy relationships
other than just the man/
woman marriage structure.
Rankin had been careful not to
label the forum as a "debate,"
but both sides did hold to their
position in a format that en-
couraged point/counterpoint
discussion.
Rev. Rankin is the president
of the Theological Education
Institute in Hartford, and orga-
nizes these forums periodically
in different locations. He was
raised an agnostic Unitarian
until he converted to evangeli-
cal Protestantism in 1967 and
went on to graduate from
Harvard Divinity School.
Debra Haffner is a sexologist
who was the past President and
CEO of SIECUS, the Sexuality
Information and Education
Council of the United States.
She was raised Jewish but de-
cided to join the Unitarian
Church when she and her
Catholic husband sought a re-
ligion for their family. Haffner
is currently studying to be-
come a preacher in divinity
school.
The format of the discussion
gave fifteen minutes for
Haffner to speak, followed by
fifteen minutes for Rankin; af-
ter which they had fifteen more
minutes to pose questions to
each other. For the following
half hour they responded to
questions from the audience.
Both had a turn to summarize
their opinions before the close
of the session.
Haffner's view was that
healthy relationships between
homosexuals can be as moral
and ethical as heterosexual
marriages. She quoted a passage
from the Song of Songs in the
Bible, which she says represents
a relationship between a man
and a woman who were not
married. She says the Bible has
many other examples of rela-
tionships celebrated outside of
marriage. Haffner says, "A wed-
ding band is not the only crite-
ria for a healthy relationship."
She said the five criteria of any
relationship should be, mutual
consent, honesty, protection
against disease, a lack of exploi-
tation, and mutually pleasure
for both partners. In her posi-
tion as a budding theologian
Haffner said she was "trying to
help denominations struggle
for sexual identity- our sexual-
ity must always be treated as
sacred."
Rankin structured his fifteen
minutes around questions he
posed and then attempted to
answer. The first question he in-
troduced asked whether hu-
man sexuality was a biological
given or was it a state of mind.
This led into his central argu-
ment about an objective vs. a
subjective view of sexuality. His
third question was necessary to
explaining the first, where he
stressed that the only source of
unalienable rights we can ap-
peal to comes from God and the
scriptures. He uses the Declara-
tion of Independence as an ex-
ample, where Jefferson appeals
to a source higher than King
James to show where these
rights came from.
In the objective version of
sexuality the biblical interpre-
tation of "one man, one woman,
one lifetime" (a phase Rankin
repeated several times) is ad-
hered to and individual rights
are insured. In Rankin's view of
a subjective version of sexual-
Correction:
In last week's issue of the
Tripod, it was inaccurately
written that updated crime
statistics would be mailed to
student mailboxes. In fact,
these statistics will not, be
mailed but "republished" on
flyers and the Campus Safety
webpage.
WIN THIS BUSt
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On The Beat
ity, everyone appeals to their
own version of God and chaos
ensues. He says that once the
door is opened to choice in the
matter of rights, nothing can be
protected against.
In their rebuttals Haffner
brought up that "marriage in
and of itself does not denote
morality," siting domestic abuse
and the frequency of divorce.
Rankin responded to Haffner's
calls for more inclusion in de-
nominations for gay/lesbian/
b i sexua l / t ransgendered
people. He believes that the core
beliefs of the religion cannot be
changed for purposes of inclu-
sion, he says that "exclusion is
by one's own choice."
The almost inevitable discus-
sion pitting choice against sci-
entific research into the
genetics of homosexuality re-
ceived time in the session.
Many of the audience held
strong beliefs which chal-
lenged what Rankin and
Haffner brought to the table,
but many treated the question
session with an eagerness to
further the dialogue, not shut it
down.
Chaplain Nihal de Lanerolle,
who emceed the event,
summed up the discussion by
saying, "I think what you take
away depends on what you took
in with you."Judging by the size
and attention span of the
crowd, many did take away at
least something to think about.
these speaker's positions go to:
www.rankinfile.com and http:/
/www.siecus.org/index.html
So You Think You're Special?
A keg was confiscated from a quad in Summit Suites East, the
Tutorial College dorm, on Friday evening. Campus Safety offic-
ers were responding to a fire alarm in the student's room. Fur-
ther investigation discovered a keg in the bathroom. The party
was broken up, and the report was forwarded to the Dean's of-
:ice.
Six Supermen Still At Large
Around 3:00 AM on Monday morning a staff member discov-
ered his car overturned in the loading dock of Gallows Hill Book-
store. The car was found resting on the driver's side. No suspects
have been apprehended, but the owner of the car observed ap-
proximately six students hanging around the vehicle before the
incident took place.
When It Rains...
A Campus Safety officer, doi ng rounds in the basement of Sum-
mit Suites East about 1:00 AM on Saturday , discovered an un-
usual amount of water in the utility room. Further investigation
lead to the discovery of a second floor sink which had been de-
liberately clogged, An unknown student stuffed paper towels
nto the drain, turned the water on full force and then left the
scene. Buildings and Grounds was notified about the flood.
...It Pours
A student in North Campus reported that water was leaking
into his room at 3:00 am on Saturday. Investigation led to the
discovery that the next door bathroom sink had been clogged
with paper towels. After stuffing the dra int the student who van-
dalized the sink turned the water on and left the room to flood.
Buildings and Grounds was notified about the leakage.
f Something Borrowed...
A male visitor on campus reported that his car was stolen
sometime between 5:30 PM on Sunday and 8:00 AM on Sunday.
The car had actually been borrowed from a friend, so the regis-
tration number is unknown. Hartford Police have been notified
about the incident, but they cannot pursue an investigation un-
til the plate numbers are known. Investigation is on-going.
Sidewalk Safety 101
Saturday afternoon a delivery vehicle, attempting a difficult
turning maneuver on Vernon Street, hit a parked car. Both the
parked car and the delivery van were on the sidewalk in front of
High Rise. Hartford Police were notified.
Meal Plan Madness, Take Two
A Marriott employee in the Bistro reported that a student
cursed him out on Sunday afternoon. The employee was con-
fronting the student about paying for a soda he was drinking. The
student took a second soda and then vacated the premises. The
incident is under investigation by Campus Safety.
One Bourbon, One Radio, One
Write-up
Late Sunday evening an RA called Campus Safety because loud
music was coming from an unoccupied room in Anadama. Of-
ficers entered the room to turn down the stereo. While in the
room, officers discovered a bottle of bourbon. Since the room is
assigned to minors, the alcohol was confiscated.
AIRBORNE
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Discussion Begins About A
Campus-Wide Honor Code
continued from page one
students across campus, look-
ing for a wide representation of
interests and facets of life. This
includes students involved in
SGA as well as members of the
cultural houses, captains of the
athletic teams, PRIDE and
EROS leaders, fraternities,
presidential fellows and RA's.
"Everybody really wants this
to be a student thing, but it
wasn't a student idea," says
Light. "We are trying to get all
these people together to work on
this one thing, and we want to
include students."
This is not the first time an
honor code has been proposed
for Trinity. Ten years ago, SGA
created a written proposal that
was the beginning of an honor
code. The idea failed because,
after making its way through
various committees and re-
views from both faculty and
administrators, the original stu-
dents who conceived the idea
had already graduated. By the
time the honor code was resub-
mitted to SGA, the concept had
lost student support. SGA
turned the proposal down.
There are people on this cam-
pus who feel it is time to review
the idea again. With the cre-
ation of the Tutorial College and
its honor code, there is a new
awareness of the idea. Fulco
stressed that plans for a cam-
pus-wide honor code are "not a
clone of the Tutorial College."
•.,:, >flhe•qjuest̂ pn oEten asked\& ••.;
•wKat exactly is an honor code.1-
Dean of Students Mary Thomas
responded with the following
definition: "An honor code is a
set of principles by which an
academic community agrees to
live. It's as simple as that."
Professor Frank Kirkpatrick,
who describes himself as a "po-
tential skeptic," suggests that
the phrase "principles of re-
sponsible behavior" should be
used instead of the term honor
code.
"We know what rules we have
to follow. An honor code is
something over and above sim-
ply obeying the rules," he says.
"It implies consciousness and
awareness. To use the word
'code' suggests a legal docu-
ment."
Professor Fulco elaborates,
"To my mind an honor code is
about affirming and con-
sciously adopting the rules. We
will try to create a different way
of thinking about things."
An honor code will address
issues of both academic and so-
cial life. In terms of academics,
Fulco commented, "This is not
an effort to stamp out cheating.
We really want to change the
academic climate and the way
students react to one another in
an academic environment."
Kirkpatrick had more spe-
cific comments. "It is very im-
portant to include the
responsibility of the faculty."
This emphasizes the idea that
an honor code will govern all
members of the community
and will not bea ' mandate"
handed down from above.
"Such an important part of an
honor code is ownership," Light
noted, "and we want everyone to
feel as if they own a part of it."
This concept is continued in
the focus on social life. Here is
an area where it is important to
have "more of student life regu-
lated by students," as Fulco
commented. "Students have to
have that responsibility where
they live."
Dean Thomas echoed this
idea. "A social honor code
makes sense. It should be seen
as something that gives stu-
dents more freedom."
The creation of an honor code
is obviously still in the prelimi-
nary stages. There are no con-
crete ideas about the content of
such a document or the possible
implementation. An idea that
has been generated about the
process of implementation in-
volves the upcoming freshman
class. It has been suggested that
the way to begin is by requiring
each First Year Seminar to cre-
ate its own honor code. These
codes would have sway over all
aspects of freshman life, since
the seminars live together in the
dorm and attend at least one
class together.
Kirkpatrick encourages this
idea, stating that it would be
"seeding a consciousness about
an honor code... At the end of
four years every student would
have the experience of creating
an honor code, and the idea
: would bi* familiar and rtatural"
Crime Numbers For
1999 Are Released
continued from page one
applying to Trinity do not want
to see the actual figures, but it is
the truth. Prospective students
will see that crime exists here,
and, although it may prevent
them from applying, we have to
face the facts."
Although it was never noted
whether or not Admissions en-
dorses this report, it is apparent
that this is another feature that
deserves to be added to Trinity's
collegiate profile.
In its opening letter, Campus
Safety declares, "This report also
includes information about the
number of alcohol and drug
violations on campus. This is in
contrast to previous years when
only arrests were tabulated and
reported. This year, in accor-
dance with the new federal
guidelines, we have listed all ad-
judicated violations. Most vio-
lations do not involve arrest."
This is in reference to the re-
ported 135 residence hall alco-
hol offenses "reported to the
Dean of Students Office or the
Office of Residential Life for dis-
ciplinary action." A whopping
four residence hall drug viola-
tions were reported, and sur-
prisingly just one more drug
offense was reported on campus
all year.
Students concerned about the
drug overdose incident culmi-
nating in the death of Josh
Doroff last spring may note that
the incident is not mentioned at
all in this report. While the in-
cident 'is still under "mvesttga-
tion, the death itself has been
declared an accident, which
means that is will not appear in
any report. The arrests, which
wil 1 be included in the drug and
alcohol related arrest section,
will be documented in next
year's statistics because the in-
cident occurred in the 2000 cal-
endar year.
Another noticeable incident,
the death of freshman John
Ortiz last fall is described as
manslaughter. The report
elaborated, "We experienced a
tragedy last year when a first
year student was hit during a
brief altercation and conse-
quently fell, sustaining head in-
juries that ultimately led to his
death. In the statistical sum-
mary, you will see this tragedy
coded as a 'negligent homicide,'
consistent with classification
guidelines established by fed-
eral statute."
This report does address this
matter, although the hope is
that, in the future, incidents like
this will be more widely recog-
nized by the administration. A
hard copy of the report is avail-
able through Campus Safety or
the Dean of Students Office.
McLaughlin added, "This re-
port contains more data than in
previous years because of
changes in federal regulations.
We support this move to pro-
vide more information in an-
nual reporting and, in fact, are
willing at any time to discuss
and share information relating
" to sifeifdri camftus'"
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Tonight's Presidential Debates Provoke Little
To No Reaction Among Trinity's Student Body
BY ANDREW SCHURR
News Writer
As the leaves turn from green to
brown, and the wind begins to chill, the
minds of exuberant college students ev-
erywhere collectively turn to the politi-
cal field. The weeks grow short, and the
day of the momentous US presidential
election draws nearer. Eager students
gather together to discuss their views,
and disseminate the latest Presidential
debate or pre-election poll. Yes, once
again, campuses across the nation are
caught in the grips of election fever.
Yeah, right.
As pleasant as it may seem, this fiction
is nowhere to be found outside of glossy
promotional literature. Despite many ac-
tive individuals, the overbearing mood
across the country—and on the Trinity
campus—is that finding out about the
Presidential election is far less interest-
ing than getting to the bottom of a case
of Budweiser.
While disturbing, this apathy towards
the elections does not come as a surprise.
As one Gannett News Service report this
week stated, "Only 33 percent of all col-
lege-age people voted in the 1996 presi-
dential election." Although this figure is
there is also a large segment who have
made a conscious decision not to involve
themselves with most aspects of the po-
litical process. "I really don't see how it
will affect me directly," says Fortunato
Morello, a Trinity freshman. This ap-
pears to be a similar sentiment; many
students feel that a change in the White
House will ultimately cause very little
election 2000
change in the insulated world of Trinity.
This may come as a surprise to many
in the political world who are fervently
trying to court the elusive "swing vote,''
of which the nation's college population
makes up a large part. It seems that al-
though many students have at least a
passing interest in the issues presented,
few believe that their involvement will
have a noticeable impact. Trinity stu-
dents, for the most part, are equally dis-
interested in the Presidential debates
that begin tonight. The general consen-
sus is that instead of providing a chance
for the public to compare the views and
opinions of each candidate, the debates
are merely a stage show consisting of
scripted answers to scripted questions.
A straw poll conducted in the halls ofjarvis that asked,
"Who would you vote for; Bush, Gore, or those guys
from the Budweiser 'WASSAAAP1W commercials?", resulted
in a resounding 75% victory for the Budweiser guys.
not far off from the national average, it
is far from what is generally expected
from "our Mtion's college-goers.
Why then are the majority of the
United States' students so disinterested
in the current election? One need look no
further than our own campus for the an-
swers.
At first glance, one might surmise that
the Trinity campus is simply far too in-
terested in its own culture to bother with
piddling outside concerns. Although
this does hold true for many students,
"It's generally a load of crap," notes
Cyriac George '04. "I think it's a bunch
of rhetoric meant to sway the crowd, the
masses, one Way or another. It's basically
two guys knowing their roles, and play-
ing them well." As with most students,
George adds that he will watch the de-
bates "maybe for a few minutes."
Although debates have been crucial in
the past - perhaps even decisive in John
F. Kennedy's 1960 win over Richard
Nixon - today they are viewed by stu-
dents as being little more than a puppet
WWW.ALGORE2000.COM " ~ WWW.CEORGEWBUSH.COM
Al Gore Campaigning Presidential Hopeful George Bush
show.
What has caused these once-vener-
ated events to become a moot point in the
minds of our students? Perhaps it's the
degeneration of the civility and good
grace that was once seen in election poli-
tics into hypocritical mud-slinging and
snide finger-pointing. Although this
year's election has only moderately mud-
died itself so far, there is little doubt that
it could once again degenerate into a ma-
licious battle of who can hurl the dirt
faster. President Clinton's, comments
against George W. Bush, and former
President Bush's angry response leave
little doubt as to the direction this elec-
tion could be heading. Unfortunately for
the contenders, Trinity's students seem
to find such tactics to be extremely off-
putting.
"You actually have that stuff here?" re-
plies Gizem Ucanok, a Turkish student
who first arrived in theUS this semester,
politics in her homeland. She went on to
describe how such tactics would be
heavily frowned upon in Turkey. "It isn't
what a politician should do."
The increasingly political nature of
the US election process—especially the
debates—has not gone unnoticed by
many on the Trinity campus. Melissa
Baker, a senior mentor, says that "I'm
slightly distrustful of something so po-
litical." She adds that the debates "have
gotten away from the sharing of really
personal views," and that they now cen-
ter around the garnering of votes, rather
than the sharing of views. When asked
if she will be watching the debates on
October 3rd, she smiles and says "I'll
probably be writing a paper."
So then, could it be that Trinity's apa-
thy towards the debates and election
process as a whole is entirely due to well
thought-out political views, instead of
alcohol-soaked indifference?
Well, not quite.
Although it is true that many students
have put considerable thought into their
choices for the election season, most just
don't care. For example, a straw poll con-
ducted in the halls of Jarvis that asked,
"Who would you vote for; Bush, Gore, or
those guys from the Budweiser
'WASSAAAPi commercials?", resulted
in a resounding 75% victory for the
""Biidweiser guys (Bush came in fourth,
behind ten write-in votes for "Phil
McKracken").
Student apathy may prevent the above
poll from being a real conern, but it also
expresses something much more serious
about the entire campaign process. Re-
sponse to the upcoming debates is
merely a reflection of the disgust many
students feel toward the whole process
leading to elections.
MacDonald Expelled In Controversial Meeting
continued from page one
had not been given any direc-
tive from any SGA authority to
paint the wall until [the week of
September 20]," and claims that
the pink paint was used as a
MacDonald are more circum-
stantial, as pointed out by sev-
eral of MacDonald's allies in
attendance. MacDonald is ac-
cused of attempting to influ-
ence the recent class elections
"There has been a breach... a breach of trust...
a breach of respect, and a breach of our
Constitution. There has been a breach and
you must impeach."
- SGA President J. Russell Fugett
primer.
"I don't think he fully under-
stood that the wall was a mat-
ter of principle," said Goodman.
"This reflected how his priori-
ties are in general."
The impeachment articles
read: "We feel that Mr.
MacDonald's actions constitute
a lack of respect and gross dis-
regard for directives issued by
college administrators." Addi-
tionally, it is suspected that
MacDonald accessed the office
by stealing the keys from a
lockbox in the office of Student
Activities, which, "creates the
appearance of an impropriety,"
and is an impeachable offense
under Article VIII of the Consti-
tution.
The other charges against
by loitering near the polling
area and encouraging voters to
elect certain people on the bal-
lot, and had to be asked by
Fugett not to tally the results for
the senior class.
The incident with ConnPIRG
is also debated. MacDonald
a misuse of power.
Finally, the SGA questioned
whether MacDonald was ful-
filling the requirements of the
position of Vice President of Fi-
nance, a position which con-
trols the $477,000 Student
Activities Fund. The SGA re-
ceived several complaints that
MacDonald could not be
reached by treasurers of student
groups, and did not distribute
the budgets in a timely fashion.
MacDonald told the Steering
Board that, "my room is not a
place for me to be in touch with
the campus," a comment
deemed by the SGA to be "both
negligent and irresponsible." In
addition, the office of Student
Activities was forced to prepare
and notify organizations of
their budget status last month,
"[The Steering Board's] motivations are ill-
intentioned. "This is totally unjust."
- Ward MacDonald
originally stated that his com-
ments threatening the organi-
zation with a loss of funds were
made in jest, but later denied the
incident completely. The SGA
believes that even if the com-
ments were not serious in na-
ture, it nevertheless constitutes
a job that should have been
completed in May.
In his defense at last night's
meeting, MacDonald touched
on a myriad of points, accusing
the Steering Board of character
defamation, and not notifying
him of the pending charges be-
fore the meeting.
"[The Steering Board's] moti-
vations are ill-intentioned,"
MacDonald said. "This is totally
unjust.
"1 believe we are here to rep-
resent the students. Please don't




them. Additionally, the dis-
puted rules were not an-
nounced until the proceedings
began, limiting the opportunity
to fully understand them and
breaking a pledge by Goodman
and Fugett to keep the meeting
open to the entire Trinity Com-
munity.
"Some will say that this was not handled
properly. They are right. We should have
attempted to remove Mr. MacDonald last
week. He has had his hearings...Tonight his
time is up. - /. Russell Fugett
However, overshadowing the
allegations against MacDonald
is the poor manner in which the
impeachment process was
handled.
The Steering Board im-
peached MacDonald two weeks
ago and then agreed to give
MacDonald a warning and an
opportunity to repent. When
the office was not repainted,
they impeached MacDonald a
second time, leading to last
night's vote. However, Fugett did
not complete the written ar-
ticles of impeachment until a
half-hour before the meeting,
preventing anyone, including
"The procedure was horribly
handled," said TCAC President
Ethan Kravitz '01. "This is not
being treated with the needed
seriousness," added Jon Shoe-
maker '04. Indeed, a Campus
Safety officer was called to the
scene to maintain order at the
meeting.
"Some will say that this was
not handled properly," said
Fugett. "They are right. We
should have attempted to re-
move Mr. MacDonald last week.
He has had his hearings. He has
had ample time to repair all of
the damage. Tonight his time is
up."
VOTER REGISTRATION FORM
If you are mot registered to yote, fill out
this form ami put it Into the Voting Box In
Mather Hall (next to the timing hall). Use
your Trinity address as #5» The form meeds
to lie In by Friday, Oetoher 2O9 2000, If
you have any questions ahout voting,
elections, or ballots, contact Jom Prosmit at
x8889« Note—the polls are at the fire






Office of Secretary of the State
1 YOU MAY USE THIS EASY FORM TO:
•register to vote in Connecticut
•change your name and/or address on current registration
•enroll in a political party or change party enrollment
IMPORTANT! Keep your voter record up to date!
M TO REGISTER TO VOTE IN CONNECTICUT YOU MUST:
•be a United States citizen;
•be a resident of a Connecticut town;
•be at teast 17 years old (you can vote when you turp 18); v
•have completed sentence if previously convicted of a
felony and have had your voting rights restored by Registrar.
1 IF YOU MOVE:
You must fill out a new voter registration card if you have
moved to a new town. Also, use this form to change
address within town. (See section 1 and section 11 below.)
WQUESTIONS?
Call your local Registrar of Voters or the Elections
Division of the Office of Secretary of the State at
(800) 540-3764 or (860) 509-6100
(Hearing-impaired people with TDD, 800-303-3161)
(FOLD) •
M MAIL-IN REGISTRA TION INSTRUCTIONS
1. Fill in all boxes that apply to you on this application.
2. Place a first-class stamp on the application card, fold,
and mail it to the town hall where you live (or deliver
it to your town hall or a voter registration agency).
3. You are not a voter until your application is
approved by the Registrar of Voters.
4. You should receive a confirmation within 3 weeks.
If you do not, contact the Registrar in your town halj.
• VOTER REGISTRATION DEADLINES
PRIMARY: Your application must be postmarked by
the 5th day before a primary (OR received by your
Registrar of Voters or a voter registration agency by the
5th day before a primary). You may apply in person to
your town clerk or registrar until 12:00 noon on the last
business day before a primary.
ELECTION: Your application must be postmarked
by the 14th day before an eleption (OR received
by your Registrar of Voters or a voter registration
agency by the 14th day before an election).
PLEASE USE PEN -PRINTCLEARLY
(FOLD)
DN»moCh»nfl,
Address Where You Live (No., Street, Apt. #)
If Different, Address Where You Get Your Mail (P.O. Box, etc.)
Social Security Number (Vo/uniaiyj:
Gender
•MALE DFEMALE
Do you wish to enroll in a political party?
I DYES. Name of party
I I NO, I do not wish to enroll in.a party at this time.
Note: Declaring a party enables you to vote in that party's
primary election, which is open only to party members. You may
later choose to switch enrollment to or Horn a political party.
(Voluntary under CGS §9-23g. For use by election
officials and the jury administration in preparing









NOTE: The particular office at which you register to vote,
or whether you decline to register, remain confidential and
will be used only for voter registration purposes.
BELOW COMPLETED ONLY BY AGENCY
(OKSPECIA1, ASSISTANT REBISTRAR ORTOWN (XEttKl
(Date Rtceivtd by Agency}
DATE RECEIVED BY REGISTRAR
Name Under Which Registered
/ swear or affirm that:
•I am a U.S. Citizen
•I live at the address shown in Box 5 above
•! am at least 17 years old
•I ha ve not been convicted of a felony, or
if so, my voting rights have been restored




WARNING: If you sign this statement even though you know it is untrue, you
can be convicted and imprisoned for up to five years and fined up to $5,000.
BELOW COMPLETED ONLY BY HEGISTRAR OF VOTERS
APPLICATION IS HEREBY:
_ , r- , —NOTICERETURNED
• ACCEPTED •REJECTED dUNDELIVERABLE
DATE ENROLLMENT EFFECTIVE IF CHANGING PARTY REASON FOR REJECTION
DATENOTICE MAILED
ED 671 REV. 7/97 {CGS $
Sponsored by Cf)t Crillitf SUAVE
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"Like a chicken with its head cut off!"
SUAVE Jon Prosnit VI: Student Activist, Trinity Bantam
BY JAMES CABOT
Features Editor
Perhaps the deck behind the Bistro,
facing the athletic fields, is the wrong
place to meet with Jon Prosnit. We are
frequently interrupted by people walk-
ing down the Lower Long Walk who
stop to chat with the gregarious senior.
The large, bespectacled redhead seems to
know and have something to say to ev-
eryone. Considering how outgoing and
active Prosnit has been during his three
years at Trinity, this is not particularly
surprising. ,
Prosnit grew up in Fairfield, CT, the
son of a rabbi-. This year he is a mentor
in North Campus.
Everyone who knows him describes
him as active and outgoing. "He's lively,
he's vivacious...really energetic, and full
of life," says Joe Barber, Associate Direc-
tor of Community Service.
The number of hats that Prosnit has
worn at Trinity is remarkable: RA, men-
tor, Cinestudio employee, COLT (Com-
munity Outreach Leadership Team)
participant, Neighborhood Posse leader,
Ultimate player, juggling troupe member,
Hillel, Imani and MoCA participant. "I
like to be busy," says Prosnit with a smile.
"Busy watching a soccer game, playing
frisbee, running to a meeting, running to
class, running to another meeting."
Prosnit's current project is SUAVE Stu-
dents United for Achieving Voter Enroll-
ment. Since its founding last spring by
Prosnit and Shannon Stormont '02,
SUAVE has made serious progress in reg-
istering Trinity students and neighbor-
BeiteSlSiBXf to vote. Prosnit estimates
Jon Prosnit '0t
t ^g iteSlSiB  s t
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tions to get out
its message of voter registration. The
group has also brought speakers to cam-
pus, participated in a campaign finance
rally outside of Governor John
Rowland's mansion, and conducted a get
out the vote drive prior to the Connecti-
cut primary last March 7.
In talking to Prosnit, one quickly gets
the sense that he is passionate about vot-
ing issues. "I have a fundamental belief
that the right to vote is a key part of be-
ing a citizen," he says. In a way, his pas-
sion for voting issues is a natural
outgrowth of his activist nature. "Voting
is the action that gives citizens a voice,"
hesays. .. . . . . . . .
What does Prosnit think of Trinity?
"This is an active school," he says, "there
is a core group of people who are pretty
passionate about what they do, and they
show this passion in different ways." He
cites the more than 200 students who
turned out for Do It Day as aiS





















responds "this isn't Wesleyan, but it is
left-leaning." Trinity students tend to be
more to the left on social issues, and
more to the right on fiscal issues, he
notes. He highlights the environment,
campaign finance reform and education
as issues on which Trinity students tend
to be most liberal. When asked about
what issues interest him the most,
Prosnit mentions the environment and
gun control.
Prosnit will be graduating in May,
with a degree in Religion and a minor in
American Studies. He would like to do
some community work, as well as travel.
He has applied for a Watson Fellowship
to study youth voting patterns.
What, then, is the essence of Jon
Prosnit? "He tries to take in as much of
the Trinity spirit as possible," says Joe
Barber.
"I am at my finest when I am runnin-
off," Prosnit says, with another wide grin.
February 2000 - Jon Prosnit
'01 and Shannon Stormont
'02 found SUAVE
February 8, 2000 -
Campaign Finance Reform/
Voter Education Rally at
Governor's Mansion




March 7, 2000 - Get Out
the Vote Drive
April 3, 2000 - Participated
in Civic Engagement Series
October 3, 11, 17 -
Presidential Debate Parties
in Cave
October 12 - State
Representative Bill Dyson
(D-New Haven) speakng on
youth and minority
involvement in elections
October 24 - Connecticut
Voter Registration Deadline
7 - Election Day
£EVan, %it> and
(hfarry T)o6eC(e invite
you to break thejast
at their dome on
(Monday\ October 9
Beginning at six
Sponsored9y Q-fifCel and trie 'President's Office
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Metro Bis Offers Contemporary American Cuisine
BY DIANA POTTER
Arts Editor
Perhaps because it was Fam-
ily Weekend and the Trinity
community was swarming
with lost parents and children,
it was difficult to find a decent
place to eat that was not filled
to capacity. So, my famous
roommate Kate and I, along
with Kate's parents, travelled to
Metro Bis in Simsbury, which
bills itself as an "American Bis-
tro Style Restaurant"
Our party of four was seated
at a table fairly close to the en-
trance, with a large double plate
glass door to my left. The atmo-
sphere of this restaurant is
purely "American". The chalk-
board bearing the specials over
the antique "break-front" bar
blocking the kitchen is, accord-
ing to Kate's father, "a neat way
to hide the kitchen."
Seared New Zealand Bluenose
Bass" or the "Grilled Atlantic
Swordfish," I happen to glance
at the table next to me. These
people have already made it to
dessert. He is eating the Choco-
late Velvet Torte with raspber-
ries. She is eating the Triple
Chocolate Mousse Tartlett,"
served with whipped cream,
drizzled with raspberry sauce
and garnished with spearmint
Her only complaint about this
delightful restaurant was that
"there are no chicken or vegetar-
ian offerings." Her companion
compliments the restaurant's
"wide wine selection, [which
goes very well with] the various
entrees." Too bad I have one
more year before I am 21 and
can be a wine-taster.
I am curious as to what these
friendly diners had for dinner.
Perhaps they could recommend
something to me. He had the
crab cakes, which were "outside
der a salad. I ask the friendly
diner in the blue plaid shirt. He
compliments the Caesar Salad.
"Some dressings are so heavy," he
says. "But this one was very light
and served with calamara ol-
ives, which was kind of a nice
change in a Caesar Salad."
One of my two elderly com-
panions orders the whisky sour,
a hard beverage. "Real men
drink their whisky straight," he
says. This man is drinking his
whiskey with fruit juice. I guess
that does not make him a real
man.
Now I am beginning to feel
too old as I sit with these elders,
so I seek fresh, young opinions.
"I like the mussels and the sal-
ads," says a boy with shaggy,
blond hair and braces in the
white surf shirt. Another boy,
Chace MacDermott, 8, from
Simsbury, CT says, "I like the
green [Radiatore] pasta because
I like the chicken and the sun-
We ordered the Asian Calamari which tasted just as good as it looked.
The chives.Jooked like the snow on Mount Fuji
Metro Bis offers fine appetiz-
ers, ranging from the Asian
Style Fried Calamari, for $6.95,
to the Prince Edward Island
Mussels, for $6.95. The "Blue
Hubbard Squash and Cider
Bisque Soup," is a recent addi-
tion to the menu. Entrees in-
clude "Pan Seared Maryland
Lump Crab Cakes," for $17.95,
and the "Grilled Gorgonzola
Crusted New. York Strip Steak,"
for$18.95.
Asmy party and 1 are'debat-
ing whether to order the "Pan
of Maryland [some of] the best
crab cakes [he] had had in quite
some time."
By this time, our bread has
arrived, a crusty specimen of
bread, almost french, almost
Italian. It is served with a red,
spicy pepper hummus.
Kate and I both order Diet
Cokes. They are served in wine
glasses and garnished with
lemon wedges and bright, red
cocktail stirrers. Arih.,1 am
fhlhkrhgaboutfratparties:.^ -
I am debating whether to or-
dried tomatoes. [The pasta]
looks like green beans." I regret
to inform Chace that what he is
eating is not chicken, but
shrimp, but he does not seem to
mind.
By this point, our party has
decided to order. We order the
Asian Calamari which tasted
just as good as it looked. The
chives sprinkled decoratively
on the plate look like the snow
on Mount Fuji. This calamari
was qtrtte Ihfgfe'ahd &' different
presentation of calamari than I
have ever seen.
"Most calamari is served with
a red sauce," my elderly com-
panion points out. This one was
served with a sweet and sour
lemon ginger sauce. The chop-
sticks have dragons on them,
white sticks with red and green
dragons.
Our male elderly companion
orders the "Baby Greens Salad"
for $5.95. "This salad is danger-
ous," he says. "They've put whole
cloves of garlic in here." Of
course 1 must remind him that
it is the mild form of garlic. I
don't think the chefs at Metro
Bis would be that mean as to
bombard the taste buds with
the full-fledged version.
The table next to us is now
being prepared for another
party. The black pepper shaker
sits alone next to the white salt.
The black and white wine list
looks very appealing at this
moment as it offers the Red 1999
A-Amo Primitovo Zinfandel
from Puglia, Italy for $18.00 per
bottle.
And so the next party arrives,
a party all dressed in black. "We
came here because Trinity par-
ents and students were stealing
all the other restaurants," says
Meridith Takala, wife of Ralph
J. Takala, CPA, the Chief Finan-
cial Officer from Picture Tel
Corporation. Her husband
speaks up: "We want a drink
and we haven't even been asked
yet."
When our party is ready to
order the main course, Kate
takes Chace's advice and orders
• the Radiarore Pasta: f arn mofe""'
daring and try the
Strozzaperitti Pasta. This delec-
table dish is flowery-shaped
pasta wheels with chicken sau-
sage, sun dried tomatoes, cara-
melized fennel, roasted garlic,
and smoked pepper jack cheese.
The smoked cheese comes
shaved on top in large, thick
slices.
Finally it is time for dessert,
the moment I have been waiting
for. I ask Chris, our waiter, what
he recommends. He suggests
Chocolate Mousse Tartlette be-
cause it is "rich." This word most
definitely describes the choco-
late mousse on top of a solid
layer of chocolate with no flour
whatsoever, garnished with
raspberries and whipped cream
and served with a rolled wafer
cookie.
Once again, Kate and I have
had the experience of eating
superb culinary creations from
yet another wonderful Con-
necticut restaurant.
Metro Bis is located at 928
Hopemeadow St., in Simsbury,
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m www.AirborneHealth.com
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THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS T O CREATE IT . . .
EMPLOYERS COMING ON CAMPUS!!
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR
INFORMATION SESSION - WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 4 AT 7:00 P.M. IN THE ALUMNI LOUNGE
NEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY
INFORMATION SESSION - THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12 AT 6:00 P.M. IN THE KELLER ROOM
ANDERSEN CONSULTING
INFORMATION SESSION-THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12 AT 7:00 P.M. IN THE ALUMNI LOUNGE
FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD
INFORMATION SESSION - TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17 AT 6:30 P.M.
GOLDMAN. SACHS & Co.
INFORMATION SESSION-WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18,2000
IN THE FACULTY CLUB IN HAMLIN HALL
(* STUDENTS WHO HAVE ACCEPTED FOR AN INTERVIEW WILL BE INVITED TO THIS INFORMATION SESSION.)
INTERVIEW SESSION-THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19, WARE ROOM, SMITH HOUSE
DATAVIZ
INFORMATION SESSION-THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19 AT 6:00 P.M. IN THE ALUMNI LOUNGE
COVER LETTER AND RESUME DEADLINES!!
Friday, October 6 - Pfizer, Inc. - Lab Scientist
Monday, October 9 - Goldman, Sachs and Co. - Data Research Analyst,
Data Resources Group
Tuesday, October 10 - DirectAdvice.com - Strategic Planning Analyst
Thursday, October 12 - McKinsey and Co. - Business Analyst
Friday, October 13 - Federal Reserve Board - Research Assistants
Friday, October 13 - Louis Dreyfus - The Commodity Trader Risk Management Program
Tuesday, October 16 - Andersen Consulting - Competency Groups Analysts
Tuesday, October 16 - CMGI Solutions - Internet and E-commerce Developer
Wednesday, October 17 - Readak Educational Services, Inc. - Teacher
f^il^i^^
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HoRoscopes
So as the new psychic in town, I
thought it would befitting that if before
Igave anyone predictions oj'thefuture I
make a few promises. First, EVERY-
THING I say will happen; if it doesn't
your just not looking hard enough. I'm
not trying to be cruel, but I have a gift
and I have to be careful with this im-
mense power For example I can predict
how long it will take water to boiL.every
time. When the phone rings I am AL-
WAYS able to predict whetheritis an on
or off campus call. As a little introduc-
tion, 1 have decidednot to tell you your
future but instead tellyou whoyou are.
You may think you know, but you're so
wrong. Everything that has ever hap-
pened in your entire life has all been
due to the date you were born. Don't try
to change it, just conform, most people
are really good at that. .
j
5E.FTZ5-OCT22-*-
I'm sorry but you're kind of boring.
Smart, but kind of boring. You're sign
is that of balance. You're active, direct,
intellectual (or at least you think you
are), and you're really good at relation-
ships. However, I'd try to find another
Libra to be devoted to because other-
wise you're going to bore him to death.
SCOKFIO
OCT2J-NOV2I
can also transform yourself to fit every
situation, probably because you'll sleep
with just about anybody. You're emo-
tional which doesn't help the morning
after but that's really not my problem.
5AG1TTAKIUS
NOV22-DE.C2I
You are like one of those really an-
noying travel agents or touring moti-
vational speakers. You like travel and
opportunity and you're just bursting
with energy. You have really dirty
teeth and really big hair. No matter
where you go you can't get away from
your annoying personality or the fact




You're the more successful version
of the Sagittarius. You're a practical
"go-getter." You are obsessed with your
career and will kill anyone that gets
in your way. In fact, 1 would just give
up and become a self-obsessed, drug
addicted serial killer—I'm guessing




You have lots of friends, congratula-
tions. However most of them don't like
you. You also enjoy change, which
means you drop friends when you are
bored of them. You are a brutal, social
climber. You're smart, in fact you're so
smart that you've mastered the art of
using people to get to the top. When
you get there, you manipulative, evil




Basically, you are a complete flake.
You keep deep, dark secrets but they
are all nonviolent because you are a
hippie and thus most people want to
kill you. On the bright side you've got
sex appeal that just won't quit!
AR1E.5
MAR21 -APR I?
Unfortunately there are many
people like you in this world. 1 bet you
like to go hiking on the weekend, tell
people they shouldn't smoke and save
your money so you can get that "awe-
some" indoor rock climbing gym
membership. I bet you use the word
"awesome" and "psyched" a lot. Ex-
ample sentences for you: "I am so
psyched! I got this awesome rock
climbing gym membership."
TAURUS
You love money because you are
greedy and practical. You will rule a
great deal of the financial world and,
as we all know, everyone will hate you.
But you've got your beautiful money
to keep you company right? Wrong.
You crave love but since you are such
a ruthless, heartless bastard no one
wants to come close to you. That's why
GEMINI
MAY 2.1 -JUNZo
Mr. or Ms Mediator, that's you. You're
the go between, the communicator, the
one everyone comes to. You're smart
so people think you know what you're
talking about. In actuality, you have
no idea what anyone is talking about.
Any advice you've ever given you
learned in your high school health
class. People step all over you and you
let them because you lack a spine. You
will one day become a child psycholo-
gist whose own children are royally
screwed up.
^ CANCE.R fig),
Sitting at home crying because
somehow you "feel" people are talking
about you is your favorite activity.
You're right in fact. One day you can
look forward to living alone with lots
of cats and having little kids throw
rocks at your house and calling you
"Crazy, old (your name here)."
LEO
ML.Z3-AUGZ2.
You're going to be a baby-making
factory Right after you pop a baby out
you'll get pregnant again. People like
you are the reason for overpopulation.
You want as many carbon copies of
you running around this world as pos-
sible because you are obsessed with
yourself and your legacy.
VIRGO
ACIG.Z5-5E.fT 22
You are a prude and a pushover.
You're supposedly pure and, as your
sign says, virginal but, if it hasn't hap-
pened already, you will be completely
corrupted and fall harder than anyone
else has fallen in the history of the
world.
Pan for tfje Nation
In this SATIRE, Nanos gives his satirical views
on many of the issues that face our nation
SATIRE SATIRE SATIRE
A Brian Nanos Joint
Well, the Olympics are over and, as
always, America ran away with more
medals than any other country. Some-
times, I wonder why these other coun-
tries bother to show up.
If the final medal total has taught us
anything, it's that the United States is the
best country in the world. Some people
take for granted that we live in one of the
best countries in the world. They don't
appreciate all the great aspects of living
in the "melting pot" I'll never forget tha t
when I was young, I learned that in a
country as great as ours anyone can grow
up to be President. Well, that is, unless
you're Jewish, black, or female, in which
case the best position you can aim for
would be the Vice Presidency. But as
long as you are not Jewish, or black, or
female you can be President. That is, as
long as you're not openly gay. However,
anyone who is not Jewish, black, female,
or gay can be President... if he is over 35
and was born in the United States.
By now, you might have guessed that I
have decided to run for President. I made
this decision when I realized that the
President gets to interrupt television pro-
grams whenever he wants to "give a
speech." If I were president, I would in-
terrupt the WB every time they tried to
show one of those teenage dramas. This
would serve two purposes.: It would save
millions of people from actually watch-
ing that stuff, while at the same time pro-
viding me a way to interact with all
thosejernales aaes 16-21 who think that
Now, you're probably asking, "If less
than one percent of the people in this
country even know who Brian Nanos is,
then isn't a vote for him a wasted vote?"
Well yes, it probably is. However, my goal
is to progress from where I am now
(when no one gives a damn that I am
running) and reach my goal (when no
one gives a damn about me running, but
some people don't think it was a com-
plete waste of time). Political experts call
it a "Ralph Nader Campaign." This cam-
paign is based on the premise that if I get
1.01% of the vote instead of just 1%, I will
be able to look myself in the mirror, say
"My candidacy was not a joke," while rer"
fraining from laughing at myself or
breaking down and crying.
Like Ralph Nader, Patrick Buchanan
and all the other candidates who are do-
ing nothing more than wasting valuable
airtime, I have come up with a plan to
better our country.
1 used my plan to completely over-
whelm the competition in a presidential
debate that was held in my room. My
roommate's nine year old brother, who
represents the "I like to play Game Boy"
Party, was powerless against my argu-
ments.
So now, let me lay before you my plat-
form. 1 believe, as does the great George
W. Bush, that there are too many people
in the world. I also believe that it is best
to execute anyone who does anything
that we don't like (for example: murder,
shoplifting, rooting for the Yankees, or
telling us who Kaiser Soze is before we're
done with the movie). All of these people
should be killed immediately, unless, of
course, they make over $100,000 a year,
in which case they should be given a
harsh talking to and a tax cut.
Punishing undesirables is all fine and
good, but I believe that we need to find
ways to stop crime before it starts. If you
look at the people who commit crimes
in our country, I'm sure you'll find that
most of these "troubled people," if not all
of them, are the product of troubled
homes. If we were to make sure that ev-
ery child in America had a great home
life, we would eliminate almost all of our
troubles. In short, I believe that we can
get rid of all the problems in America if
we let only upstanding citizens with
money have children.
However, we know that the best Presi-
dent is not just the person with the best
ideas. A good presidential candidate
must have a good running mate. A good
running mate is, undoubtedly, someone
who looks good while on camera, a per-
son who's photogenic smile and nice
curves would look great while shaking
hands with sortie orphans or staying
over at my place to "discuss policy." I
don't have a running mate yet, but if you
tcnow anyone who fits this descrfption,
please refer her to me.
Also, as Joe Lieberman has shown us
all, the best man for public office is he
who is more religious. The more reli-
. gious a man is, the more moral a person
he is. Think about it, throughout all of
history, nothing bad has ever been done
in the name of religion. Well, I'm so reli-
gious that I've created my own religion.
I'm so devoted that I actually spend most
of the weekend alone in my room. For
me, the weekend is like a three-day sab-
bath. Joe Lieberman may be a religious
man, but even he goes out sometimes on
the weekend.
As you can see, I have the best ideas for
the country. Even if I have absolutely no
chances of ever becoming President, a
vote for me would do a lot of good, as it
would really help me with my self-es-
teem. So please, vote for me. 1 don't want
all the time that I spent coming up with
these ideas to have been a complete
waste. If it was, however, I think Ralph,
Patrick, and I will all go out for a drink,
and have a good laugh at our own ex-
pense.
( • l l « l l l « l l < I M I I t l l « t l H « l l t > >
CONNECTICUT POETRY CIRCUIT
UNDERGRADUATE POETRY CONTEST
To enter Trinity's contest to choose our nominee,
students must submit three copies of five pages of
',' . , , , ' ; p o e t r y b y ; , •, ' '. ',•._' • ' , •. :
WEDNESDAY,. OCTOBER 11, At 2-QQ P.M.;
TO: HUGH OGDEN in the ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
The student's name should not appear on the poems, but
should be printed on a separate sheet of paper with his/
her address, telephone number, and year in college.
For a complete set of requirements, please stop by the
English Department, room 206 or 207.
• ( t u e t i i t i t a t e i i e
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Expert Mask Work At Studio 19
BY ADRIAN KUDLER
Arts Writer
"We talked about it as an ex-
change of ideas," says Michele
Minnick, producing director of
East Coast Artists about the col-
laboration the group has re-
cently forged with Trinity's
Theater and Dance department.
That exchange was delightfully
evident on September 28 in
Seabury 19 when both the East
town whose only life force is
the potato, with a family. The
young son is different from
the others, and when his
grandmother gives him an art
book, he discovers what he
was meant to do.
He begins experimenting
with potato sculpture, and the
audience gets to see his at-
tempts at imitations of
O'Keefe (a potato carved into
a flower), Dali (an apple), Pol-
lack (a crushed potato), and
"The actors were impressive in the ways
they molded themselves to the masks and
perpetuated a specific character expertly."
Coast Artists and Trinity stu-
dents presented works in
progress based around mask
improvisation.
The Artists, Paul Damien
Belger, Vanessa Mizzone, Maria
Vail and Aron Weidhorn (with
Minnick as narrator) began
with a piece titled "God is a Po-
tato." The work used various
masks, flamboyant movements,
sound effects and lots of pota-
toes to tell the story of the Po-
tato Artist.
It begins in Tuberville, a
various other big names.
However, the artist comes into
his own after an elaborate
dream: he invents the potato
print (something we all might
remember from kindergar-
ten). He knows he has made a
great breakthrough for art
and for himself, but when his
parents discover what he's
been doing, they kick him out.
The artist then goes to the
big city and camps out out-
side a museum, doing his
prints on the street. He meets
up with an art student and
together they perform a fan-
tastic little song composed of
the rhythms of their feet and
the potatoes hitting canvas
with ink. This attracts two
policemen, who arrest the art-
ist because they are offended
by his work.
As the boy is carried off to jail,
one of the policemen stays be-
hind, briefly becoming en-
thralled by the prints. But, as the
piece ends, she becomes
ashamed and destroys all of the
artist's work.
Minnick says that this last
part in the city is "more rel-
evant to today's society. It
addresses questions of cen-
sorship, different ways arts
can be offensive to people."
But the fact that the potato
is used so prominently in
the work makes sense.
Minnick says the idea to
use the vegetable came to
her out of the blue one day,
but that once she started do-
ing research, she realized the
social history it held. Euro-
peans were originally very
frightened of potatoes be-
cause they grew below






Stanley Kubrick's most well
known masterpiece, played last
week at Cinestudio in a beauti-
fully restored print. The reissue
of this cinematic landmark is
more than simply a nod toward
an historic moment in film. This
was and continues, to be a very
incendiary film, despite the fact
that it was, released almost thirty
years ago.
around Alex, an English hood-
lum who terrorizes his city at
night with his "band of brothers."
They parade around in public in
ridiculous costumes that em-
p
they sport codpieces and Alex
has a huge false eyelash.
On one of their wild romps
through the city, Alex has the mis-
fortune of getting caught after ac-
cidentally murdering a woman,
and he is sentenced to fourteen
yearsin jail for thecrime. However,
while heis incarcerated, he volun-
teers for an experimental program
which "cures" criminals by mak-
ceases to be a man." Alex's treat-
ment has turned him into a pup-
pet, forced into certain actions
over which he has no control.
Furthermore, the fact that
'•"A\«*'is«!n(3t'sable to defend him-
self against attacks once he has
left prison brings Kubrick to his
ultimate and most revelatory
point. The director's real venom
is not for Alex or his destructive
habits, but is reserved for the so-
ciety that produced him.
As evil as Alex may be, he is,
as one of his enemies recounts to
him, "a victim of the modern
age." The society that he grew up
"This was and continues to be a very incendiary film despite the
fact that it was released almost thirty years ago."
Kubrick challenges the viewer
with thefilm's content and style,
makingiteasy toseewhy this film,
was barred from being shown in
England until his recent death.
Kubrick barred the film from be-
ing shown himself. He did not
want his film to be officially cen-
sored or modified in any way, and
so. he banned it voluntarily.
Of course, the official reason
for banning a film like this one
would be to censor the graphic
sex and violence which it por-
trays. However, a deeper and
more sinister reason becomes
clear upon reflection: the film
suggests thatcrimmals exist not
because they are inherently evil,
but rather because society
prompts them to act antisocially
and leaves no avenue for them to
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ing.them incapable of engaging in
sex or "ultraviolence," a term the
film coined.
Alex takes part in the program,
and is subsequently released from
jaiL However, he soon realizes that
being free from prison is a mixed
blessing. He becomes physically
ill when he is challenged to fight,
and he is unable to defend himself
against the attacks of various
people he knew before his impris-
onment who are bent on revenge
against our anti-hero.
Indeed, while Alex became
physically free after, his release
from prison, his mind was kept
in jail. The fact that he becomes
ill whenever confronted with
violence means that he is not be-
ing "good" through choice, but is
rather forced to be non-violent.
Alex's prison chaplain notes that
"if a man cannot choose, he
HEY, THE M Y M Y WON!
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in gave birth to him: he is a prod-
uct of nurture, not nature. When
human society imprisons him, it
is protecting itself against the
very monster that it produced.
Furthermore, Alex's "treat-
ment" and release from incar-
ceration, as well as his torture at
the hands of the people he knew
in his hooligan days, only em-
phasizes the point; human soci-
ety assumed that it was flawless
when it released Alex in a state
in which he was unable to de-
fend himself. The reasoning goes
that society is essentially good,
and that Alex would never have
to defend himself with force. In-
deed, his imprisonment in the
first place implies that he is a bad
person and that human society,
which naturally makes no mis-
takes, must punish him and
mold him into what everyone
else supposedly is: good.
The implications for modern-
day society are only too clear:
who are we, an imperfect culture,
to condemn someone for mis-
takes that they have made? The
analogy is even more poignant
when one considers the present-
day debate over the death pen-
alty. How can one expect a
government that makes errors
every day to choose who lives
and who dies in a fair and just
fashion?
HTTP://W3.NAI.NETrSPLONE/PHOTOS.HTM
Charles Wareham of The Realm.
BY DIANA POTTER
Arts Editor
For those of you who missed
it last Thursday night,
Connecticut's own rock band,
The Realm, preformed here at
The Bistro. The Trinity Bistro
was just one of eight stops on
this band's tour of New En-
gland.
Although The Realm's flyer
encouraged all ages to attend
this event, my roommate and
I were not permitted to enter
without an 21+ ID. As if we
would rather get drunk than
hear the music! But we got
some of the best seats in the
house, as we sat outside on the
tables by the back door. Con-
sider these seats backstage
sn/47, Chair 13, The Realm.
Yeah, it's not exactly short,
but trying to pick a couple
favorites out of the hundreds
I've seen and lived is a chal-
lenge...."
The band describes its
music as "modern, progres-
sive songwriting," which is,
according to Kevin Lamkins
of The Stage Newspaper, "an
accurate assessment for
their attention to complex
musicianship with the bal-
ance of lyrical integrity and
vocal sensitivity that too of-
ten eludes other progressive
rock bands."
According to The Realm's
web page (http://w3.nai.net/
"splone/realmhtm). The Realm,
began in the early '90s when
Chris "call [him] Fred" Parsons
"Some of the music was excellent; other
songs sounded like tortured souls taking
out their anger on a poor ekctric guitar.''
passes.
The music, like the seating,
however, also was debatable in
its level of quality. Some of the
songs were excellent; other
songs sounded like tortured
souls taking their anger out on
a poor electric guitar. However,
the scenery made up for the
sound, as there were a couple
hotties in this band. But we
couldn't even get in (I guess that
is how popular they were) so I
couldn't get my roommate an
autograph.
But we won't be too demean-
ing here. The doormen were nice
enough to give us the flyer with
the musical notes scrawled on
the back with pencil. So these
guys did write their own songs,
as opposed to Britney Spears
who simply borrows from other
tunes.
The Realm is a compilation of
the sounds of Charles Wareham
(guitar, vocals and keyboard)
Chris "call [him] Fred" Parsons
(guitar)John Synder (bass), and
Derek Morander (drums).
I would have to agree with
Tarn! Risque Radio from WHUS
Radio when they say, "...The
Realm was great, and from time-
to-time during their perfor-
mance I was quite sure that
someone had slipped
psychadelics into my drink." I
was only drinking a Main Street
Cafe coffee beverage, but when
Synder and Parsons started some
hard-core playing, I was begin-
ning to wonder.
Tom Nanos from the Hartford
venue, Husky Blues, (any rela-
tion to our own Mr. Cool, Brian
Nanos?) says of The Realm,
" F a v o r i t e b a n d s ?
Hmmm toughie...here's my
short list (in. no order):
Mighty Purple, Autonomous
Collective, Ghargantua Soul,
and Charles Wareham met and
began writing songs together.
After several years of what 1
would have to call "messing
around," the band got serious in
about 1995. Parson says of The.
Realm, "[Our] sound is unique
yet familiar." How's that for an
oxymoron?
While integrating complex
changes and thick chord
structures, The Realm main-
tains a sense of groove and
hook that keeps the audience's
attention focused. [I think it
was Charles Wareham who
kept my roommate and me
focused, but let us not diverge
here.] While still within a
modern pop sound, TheRealm
is uniquely intelligent and
evolved. Each performance is
different, and The Realm can
provide either blazing electric
of chill acoustic shows.
Influences include Toad
The Wet Sprocket, Radiohead,
Ned's Atomic Dustbin,
Mighty Purple, Jane's Addic-
tion, Yes, Genesis, and Zappa
among others. Soon, The
Realm will be adding the
sound of keyboards as Chuck
jumps back and forth between
keys and guitar. The Realm
has released a "short accoustic
live" CD which was recorded
in October 1999 from Com-
mon Ground Bistro and a
"blazing electric live" record-
ing from Powder Hollow Barn
on Halloween 1999. Their
most recent recording took
place last weekend in New
Britain.
The Realm plays regularly at
places in and around the Hart-
ford area, such as Husky Blues,
Common Ground Bistro, Steve
and Sullys, The Equator Club,
Tavern off the Green, Cosmic
Bean and more.
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Yearby's Troupe Moves
Spirits At Austin Arts
Broadway's Rent Choreographer Comes To Trinity
BY A M Y BUCHNER
Arts Editor
Those who expected an average,
run-of-the-mill dance concert this
weekend were happily mistaken.
Marlies Yearby and her Movin' Spir-
its Dance Theater performed the
"Anti-Dance Concert." The choreog-
raphy was new and fresh, the music
one comes to expect at dance con-
certs was noticeably absent, and the
subject material was unlike any one
has seen before.
Where else does the choreogra-
pher and dancer come down from
the stage to make jokes with the
technicians? Have you ever dis-
cussed the news with the person you
paid to see dance? Have you ever
seen a piece that historicizes the
"booty?" Yearby and her troupe
brought fresh new work and broke
new ground at Trinity.
The show opened with a solo
work, "Song for You," an excerpt
from Variations on My Spirit, per-
formed and choreographed by
Yearby, choreographer of Broadway's
Rent. Dressed in all white, Yearby
circled the stage, dodging the large
white beams of the spotlights.
With fragmented thoughts spo-
ken aloud and audible panting, she
demonstrated her struggle to both
find and embrace the light. The
piece looked wonderful visually, but
the movements and sounds soon be-
cam&rrt*fcifadifaX&fi-*tekfby is ah' en-
dearing and energetic performer as
this and her other pieces show, but
this opening number lacked the
spark and excitement her later
come tired, they really worked in her
large group numbers to accent her
already strong and powerful chore-
ography.
It is no wonder that the only way
to suitably end this piece was for the
dancers to drop to a heap on the
stage. The amount of effort and en-
ergy expended on this piece alone
was considerable. The audience was
exhausted just sitting there watch-
ing them.
After a brief intermission, Yearby
started the second half of the show
with an improvisation called "In
This Moment" with the help of Coo-
per-Moore on percussion. While
most dance improvisations simply
use on the spot music and lighting
for inspiration, Yearby draws from
her theater technicians, audience,
and current events.
She began the improvisation
dancing around the stage's apron,
taunting various members of the
Austin Arts Center technical staff
for telling her that she should keep
her choreography above the stage's
proscenium.
In good-natured defiance, she
danced the length of the apron un-
til she grew too close to the sound
system and the screech of her micro-
phone drove her back.
However, Yearby was not to be de-
terred. She ran out into the red
chairs of the audience to the sound
board to apologize, inviting the au-
dience to watch.
"" However, if the audience thought
that the technicians were the only
people to be "victimized" during this
improvisation, they were sorely mis-
taken.
"These dancers are incredible. The energy and
excitement that they each invest in their performances
is every bit as amazing as their talent and dance
abilities"
pieces would create.
After this solo, Cooper-Moore took
center-stage. Seated simply in a
folding chair, he took out a small
wooden pipe and played some sooth-
ing and enchanting self-composed
melodies in a piece called
"Soundscape I."
The show really picked up the
pace with the third dance, "Fast For-
ward in a Two Step." This was due
largely to the addition of the Movin'
Spirits Dance Theater company
dancers. These dancers are incred-
ible. The energy and excitement
that they each invest in their perfor-
mance is every bit as amazing as
their talent and dance abilities.
These adept performers moved the
audience from a clever New York
subway scene to a children's play-
ground. What followed was a series
of dances involving children play-
ing leap-frog, yo-yo, and chanting
games like,Itsy-Bitsy Spider and
Rock-Paper-Scissors.
These ritual chants and the inter-
esting original musical accompani-
ment by Jing Jing Luo helped to
move this already exhilarating piece
a l o n g . ; . ; . . • ' •
What,was so remarkable about
thispjece and also "Blood Rhythms,"
the last piece performed, was the
ability the troupe had to move in
unison:: They all moved and panted
in'peirfect synchronization.
iy^hile the audible breaths, which
seerri- to characterize most of
y'S: "works, can sometimes be-
Yearby traveled the rows of the au-
dience asking various members
what was going on in the news, tell-
ing them not to be embarrassed
when most of them could not come
up with an answer.
The lack of audience knowledge
of worldly news proved inspira-
tional and Yearby made up a few
steps and a scat about this theme,
which made an excellent segue-way
to the next and final number of the
evening.
Yearby, Cooper-Moore on percus-
sion, and her company, all dressed in
orange jumpsuits, began to dance
and discuss current events and is-
sues in a, piece called "Blood
Rhythms." This discussion eventu-
ally broke into a discourse on the
"booty" and its history.
These self-proclaimed Booty
Workers of America danced under a
"cheek-shaped" projection of light
on the cyclorama and explored is-
sues of race, history, and culture
through tongue-in-cheek dialogue
and lively dance.
At the finish of the number, the
audience was energized and ready
for more, Unfortunately, the pro-
gram had drawn to its close. The
program was a short one and had
gotten off to a slow start, but once it
had started "movin," it immediately
caught the attention and excitement
of the audience who applauded
loudly for the immensely deserving
and talented dancers smiling and
bowing on the stage.
Calling all music-lovers! Mark your
calendars. Members of the New En-
gland Jazz Ensemble will be here at
Trinity's own Garmany Hall Wednes-
day, October 4 at 12:15 PM to play lively
jazz standards from the latter half of
the 20th century in From Beebop to
Contemporary. Admission is free.
Relive the magic of the free concert
given by the Rolling Stones at the
Altamont Speedway in 1969 as
Cinestudioshowsdiereissuepremiereof
GimmeShelter. Thisnew.uncensoredres-
toration will bring back the memories.
Showtimes are Friday, October 6 through
Saturday, October 7 at 9:45 PM.
Take a road-trip down to the Yale
University Gallery in New Haven and
take advantage of the exhibit TheMin-
iature in the Arts oJAsia. View these
magnificent cosmetic boxes, figurines,
tiny cups, jars, and paintings. For more
information call (203) 432-0600.
Hartford Stage launches its
millennial season with Shakespeare's
classic, Macbeth, directed by Artistic
Director Michael Wilson. Perfor-
mances begin October 5 and run
through November 5. For tickets call
(860)527-5151.
Mask4mpr©¥ At Studio 19
continued from page twelve
ground and their apparent deformities
suggested disease.
Once Minnick had the basic ideas
she wanted to use in the improvisa-
tion, she turned things over to the ac-
tors, and wrote the script from what
the four were coming up with in re-
hearsals. Steve Davorif made the
masks and coached the actors in using
their bodies, voices and other instru-
ments to conform to the character that
the mask suggests.
Trinity Theater and Dance stu-
dents used these same techniques
when they presented their untitled
work next. Seniors Justin Ball, Grace
Keller and Kevin Pemoulie, and jun-
ior James Creque IV first asked au-
dience members for character traits,
such as alcoholic, foot fetishist,
lounge singer or virgin.
Each cast member had two masks to
represent two different characters and
each character was assigned one of the
proposed traits. Then the eight be-
came cast members of MTV's Real
World, as the four actors presented
various humorous scenarios spoofing
on the show. In the middles of scenes,
the lights would dim and one cast
member would call on another cast
member to do a confessional, a brief
monologue presented directly to the
audience.
Although the actual chronology of
events was rougher than in "God is a
Potato" (as could be expected from the
total improvisational nature of the
piece), the actors were impressive in
the ways they molded themselves to
the masks and perpetuated a specific
character expertly. This is particularly
notable because they had to switch so
frequently between two very different
characters.
Clearly, the East Coast Artists and
the Trinity Artists have a lot to offer
each other. They will have that oppor-
tunity throughout^ the year, as the
E.C.A. hopes to bring a workshop
teaching their Razaboxes technique to
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Car turned over at Haliden
The owner of a Volkswagen got
a little miffed on Saturday night as
several Trinity students rolled his car
over, shattering windows and dam-
aging the body. He claimed to have
heard the assailants mention Trin's
loss to Williams in football earlier
that day, prompting an emergency
team meeting the next morning. Af-
ter none of the teammates claimed
responsibility, the search has en-
larged to other students. AT hopes ev-
eryone is telling the truth, because if
a football player is implicated, the
coach has promised to forfeit their
next game... to Hamilton. We're used
to losing to Williams, but come on,




AT swung by the Lockwood
party on Saturday night to witness
Camp Trin Trin revelers once again
go above and beyond normal behav-
ior to save three bucks. After being
turned away, one student decided
that he wanted to go in through the
window. Two large male students
were happy to oblige his request.
Only one problem: the window was
to the bathroom... and it was occu-
pied by two female guests. After
much shrieking, the long lad scurried
away, realizing that he made a mis-
take. What AT really wants to know
is, what do two girls really do when
they go to the bathroom together?
Keg party busted up in
Tutorial
Well, it looks like the Honor Code
is off to a rocky start. Some of the "ex-
ceptional" sophomores actually had
a keg party on Friday... and got
caught. Normally, this would be de
rigeurfor a Trinity weekend, but this
case is being referred to the Honor
Council, not ORL and the Dean's of-
fice. So... will they be thrown out of
housing like everyone else... or is the
Summit Tower now a keg-friendly
zone? AT awaits new gossip.
Psi-U bus gets pulled over on
way back from football
A yellow bus was rented by some
of the residents of a similar color
house to trek to the football game last
Saturday. One problem - their con-
sumption of domestic beer on the
way up and back prompted them to
fill up a bucket with a liquid... the
color? You guessed it: Yellow. To
make matters worse, they were,
pulled over on the way home. After
being dragged out of the bus by an
officer, he sent the travelers back on
when he couldn't stand their breath,
and they were able to get back in
time for the evening's festivities.
LECTURES
Tuesday, October 3 5:30 PM
Are we "A Campus Divided?" Come join the dis-
cussion concerning class structure at Trinity in
the Women's Center Lounge (second floor of
Mather Hall). Pizza will be provided.
Wednesday, October 4 4:00PM
The Counseling Center presents its lecture:
"Strategies for Coping with Test Anxiety" in the
Northam Community Room (enter through
Northam and go to the basement). Presented by
Dr. Carmen Santos, assistant director of the Coun-
seling Center.
Wednesday, October 4 4:30 PM
The Trinity College English Department and
Poetry Center is proud to present David and Judy
Ray who will read from their work in the Faculty
Club. A workshop for all interested students and
faculty will be held at 3:00 PM in the English De-
partment Lounge.
Thursday, October 5 4:00 PM
"Modernizing Financial Services: The Gramm-
Leach Bliley Act: one Economist's Perspective," the
George M. Ferris Lecuture in Corporate Finance
and Investments presented by Trinity College
Ferris Professor of Finances Ward Curran. Admis-
sion is free, McCook Auditorium.
Tuesday, October 17 8:00 PM
"The Nightingale and the Steamship: Jenny
Lind Comes to America" is a comprehensive ac-
count of United States maritime and naval his-
tory, written by Professor Sloan and several of his
colleagues at Mystic Seaport's Unstitute of Ameri-
can Maritime Studies. There will be a reception
at 5:30 PM in the Faculty Club and a dinner at 6:15
PM preceeding the lecture. If you are interested
in the reception and dinner, please mail a $25.00
check, payable to Trustees of Trinity College, to
Gigi St. Peter, History Department by Thursday,
October 12. Call ext 2397 for more information.
Wednesday, October 18 8:00 PM
The department of Philosophy Trinity College
presents the Blanchard William Means Memorial
Lecture "The Facts of Fiction: History vs. the
Imagination in Holocaust Writing." The lecture
will be presented by Dr. Berel Lang. Professor of
Humanities, in the Rittenberg Lounge in Mather
Hall. All are welcome.
P E R F O R M A N '
Book Signing
On Tuesday, October 3 at 5:30 PM Dr. Ellison
Banks Findly, Professor of Religion, will sign her
new book, Women's Buddhism, Buddhism's
Women, at Gallows Hill Bookstore. There will be
a receptioin following the event. Open and free to
the public.
From Beebop to Contemporary
On Wednesday, October 4 at 12:15 PM lively jazz
standards from the latter half of the 20th century
performed by members of the New England Jazz
Ensemble: Walt Gwardyak, piano; Mike Asetta,
bass; and Arti Dixson, drums; and all instructors
in the Music Department's Pricate Lessons Pro-
gram will be performing in Garmany Hall in the
Autin Arts center. Admission is free.
Multimedia Performance
How Delightful to Know Mr. Lear, directed by
Caleb Hammond, will be presented on Wednes-
day, October 4 at 5:15 PM at the Yale Center for
British Art. This special multi-media presenta-
tion featuring a cast of actors, dancers, and sing-
ers who will perform the nonsensical (and
sensical) verse of Edward Lear amidst a vibrant
environment of image and sound. The perfor-
mance is free and open to the public, call (203)
432-2800 for more information.
Macbeth
On Thursday, October 19, Trinity College's Step-
ping Out Series presents Shakespeare's Macbeth
at the Hartford Stage. Tickets are $20 for balcony
seating. Please make checks payable to Trustees
of Trinity College and send to PAtricia Connely,
Special Events, Mather Hall. For additional infor-
mation, call ext. 2050.
"Passion and Creativity in the
Renaissance"
This symposium is co-sponsored by the
Barbieri Endowment and the New England Re-
naissance Society and will take place from 9:00
AM to 2:00 PM Saturday, October 7, in the Wean
Terrace Rooms in Mather Hall, and in Hamlin
Hall.
CINESTUDIO
X-MEN Wed. -Sat, October 4-7 7:30 PM
Sat, October 7 2:30 PM
(2000) Directed by Bryan Singer. Screenplay by David Hayter, inspired by the comic books by Stan Lee
and Jack Kirby. Cast Patrick Stewart, Hughjackson, Ian McKellan, Halle Berry, Anna Pacquin. The comic
book subculture is one place where it's still easy to find offbeat sensibility and subversion. Take the X-
Men, who have made the world safe for misunderstood mutants since they first appeared in Marvel Com-
ics. If you've never indulged, let us introduce a few: Cyclops, who can shoot bolts of energy from his eyes;
an energy vampire named Rogue; and the hot-headed Wolverine. Helping the X-Men defeat Magneto's
Brotherhood of evil Mutants is Prof. Charles Xavier, a part that Patrick Stewart was ordained to play at
birth. 104rriin.
GIMME SHELTER Fri. & Sat., October 6 & 7 9:45 PM
(1970) Directed by Albert and David Maysles and Charlotte Awerin. With: The Rolling Stones, Tina
turner, Jefferson Airplane, Flying Burrito Brothers. There comes a point in every revolution when ideals
get hijacked by the rage of the mob. For the Woodstock generation, that moment happens around half-
way through Gimme Shelter. The best concert film ever made begins with the Stones' 1969 US tour, and
ends with bad acid, paranoia and murder at a free concert at the Altamont Speedway. Thirty years later,
a new, uncensored 35mm restoration (with a -Dolby Digital soundtrack) brings it all back home - espe-
cially the electricity of the Stones' edgy, transcendent music. Gimme Shelter is.an indelible record of this
"best of times, worst of times," from Tina Turner having her way with a microphone and Keith Richards
singing along to a playback of Wild Horses at Muscle Shoals, to the Hell's Angels' brutal killing of a
young black fan. 91 min.
CROUPIER Sun., October 8 2:30 PM, 7:30 PM
Mon. & Tues. October 9 & 10 7:30 PM
(Britain, 2000). Directed by Mike Hodges. Screenplay by Paul Mayersberg. Cast Clive Owen, Gina McKee,
Alex Kingston, Kate Hardie. "I'm not an enigma, I'm a contradtion" Clive owen tells his girlfriend in the
new film by Mike hodges, the renegade British director of cult classics Get Carter and Pulp. Owen is a
darkly charismatic actor who recalls the tightly wound energy and hint of menace of a young Michael
Caine, In Croupier, he plays an aspiring novelist who gets a night job in a London casino. The trouble is,
he's just as drawn to the existential throll of gamling as to the pursuit of art. Croupier is a wickedly smart
little movie that pulls back the curtain to reveal the shoddiness and despair behind the high gloss of
casino life. 89 min. -compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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Studio Arts Annual
The department of fine arts at Trinity College
presents the Studio Arts Annual until October 20.
It features artwork by students enrolled in studio
arts during the 1999-2000 academic year. The
exhibit is on display in the Widener Gallery from
1:00 PM - 6:00 PM daily. Admission is free. Call
the Austin Arts Center 297-2199 for more infor-
mation.
Autumn at the Benton Museum of
Art
On exhibit until October 15 is the 35th Annual
Art Department Faculty Show, featuering a cross-
section of the media, styles and ideas of more than
20 studio faculty members of the University of
Connecticut at Storrs campus, as well as the Cul-
tural Currents Series, featuring Afro-Cuba,
'Woman' and History in the Works of Ana
Mendieta, Maria Magdalena Campos-Pons, and
Marta Maria Perez Bravo. On Wednesday, Octo-
ber 4 there will be a slide lecture by Maria
Megdalena Campos-Pons at 4 PM. All is free and
open to the public.
Viewpoints: Artists and Collectors
Speak
The Yale Center for British Art is pleased to of-
fer a special converation series between artists
and contemporary collectors as part of the
museum's exhibition "The School of London and
Their Friends: The Collection of Elaine and
Melvin Merians," which runs from October 11
through January 7. This conversation series be-
gins on Wednesday, October 18 at 5:15 PM at 1080
Chapel Street in New Haven, Connecticut. The
first talk is Paula Rego, an artist who is featured
in the School of London exhibition. She is re-
garded as one of London's most significant work-
ing artists today. All talks are free and open to
the public. Call (203) 432-2800 for more infor-
Midnight Breakfast
Join President Dobelle and members of the fac-
ulty and administration on Tuesday, October 3
from 10:00 PM to midnight in Mather Dining hall.
The administration will be serving YOU, so take
a break and join the fun.
Health Fellows
Are you interested in becoming a Health Fel-
low and perhaps working in the Pediatric
Energency Room at the Connecticut's Children's
Medical Center? Come to the informational meet-
ing on October 4 at 4:00 PM in LSC 132. Call
Kathy Roy at ext. 2237 for details and an applica-
tion.
Intensive Journal Workshop
The Progoff Intensive Journal Method is an in-
ternationally recognized program for self-devel-
opment and will be conducted at Trinity College.
The introductory workshop will be held on Fri-
day, October 6 from 6:00 PM to 10:00 PM and Sat-
urday, October 7, from 9:00 AM to 3:00 PM at the
Interfaith house. There is a registration fee of $10,
which includes the cost of journals and meals.
Call the chapel office ext. 2012 or the Chaplain at
ext. 2013 for more information.
Yom Kippur
Yom Kippur begins October 8 at sundown.
Hillel will be hosting dinner that evening and
providing transportation for Kol Nidre services.
On October 9 transportation will be provided to
Reform, Conservative, and Orthodox Services.
The president's office has invited those observ-
ing Yom Kippur to breajfast at President Dobelle's
home beginning at 6:00 PM. Please e-mail Ellie
Beck at ellen.beck@trincoll.edu if you are inter-
ested in participating in any of these events.
MISS-A-MEAL
Sign uip for Miss-A-Meal to benefit local hun-
ger relief efforts. Sign up in the lobby of Mather
lunch or diunner Tuesday through Thursday or




From 9:30 PM to 12:30 PM on Wednesday, Octo-
ber 4, acoustic duo Suan Maclean will perform at
the Bistro; Koeppel student center. Admission is
free.
Aspen California
From 9:30 PM to 12:30 PM on Thursday, Octo-
ber 5 Aspen California will perform at the Bistro;
Koeppel Student Center. Admission is free.
Latin American and Iberian Film
Wednesday,October 4 at 7:30 PM in the McCook
Auditorium, come see El Chacal de Nahueltoro
(The Jackal o/Nahueltoro, Chile, 1970, 88 mia).
Osvaldo Pardo, Professor of Modern and Classi-
cal Languages at the University of Conneticut,







Times are valid through Thursday, October 5.














Urban Legends: Final Cut
What Lies Beneath
1:15 PM, 1:50 PM, 4:15 PM, 4:45 PM, 7:05 PM, 7:35 PM, 9:55
PM, 10:30 PM, 12:25 AM
1:30 PM, 4:10 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:30 PM, 12:05 AM
12:05 PM, 2:20 PM, 4:40 PM, 7:20 PM, 9:35 PM, 11:55 PM
12:00 PM, 2:00 PM, 4:15 PM
12:35 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:20 PM, 7:50 PM
12:10 PMN, 2:40 PM, 5:05 PM, 7:40 PM, 10:10 PM, 12:30 AM
1:20 PM, 4:10 PM, 6:50 PM, 9:45 PM, 12:20 AM
1:00PM, 1:30 PM, 3:45 PM, 4:15 PM, 7:15 PM, 7:45 PM,
9:30 PM, 10:20 PM, 12:15 AM, 12:35 AM
10:00 PM, 11:55 PM
1:05 PM, 4:00 PM, 6:55 PM, 9:40 PM, 12:15 AM
6:50 PM, 9:20 PM, 11:45 PM
1:15 PM, 1:45 PM, 4:15 PM, 4:45 PM, 7:15 PM, 7:35 PM,
10:05 PM, 10:45 PM, 12:35 AM
12:30 PM, 2:40 PM, 4:50 PM, 7:20 PM, 9:45 PM, 12:10 AM
1:00 PM, 3:10 PM, 5:20 PM, 7:30 PM, 9:50 PM, 12:10 AM
12:20 PM, 3:30PM, 6:55 PM, 9:40 PM, 12:15 AM
Elm Theatre- New Britain Avenue, next to Webster Bank
Times are valid though Thursday, October 5
Prices $3.50 regular admission, $2.50 matinees befor 6:00 PM







4:00 PM, 7:00 PM, 7:30 PM, 9:00 PM,
2:00 PM, 4:00 PM, 6:00 PM




6:30 P M ..";
Saturday October 8
Sunday, October 9
















Any Trinity Student who does not wish to support
ConnPIRG may sign up for a refund of the fee that
funds ConnPIRG. Present your student ID in the
lobby of Mather at these times:
d b d 4
1200 PM-LOO PM
5:00 PM -6:00 PM
FOR SALE
Cadillac Seville STS1989
Excellent condition, 75000 miles
Loaded, pearl white, red leather, one owner,
garaged. Must see. Call for price:
860-242-2608 (evenings)
MAD SCIENCE; Performers/ instructors
part time to conduct fun after school programs,
parties, and more. Experiencce with groups of
children performance, love of kids. Must have car.
Call 800-338-5711
WANTCASH? , . . -...,.
Sign-up your classmates for coll internet sites, and
receive a minimum of $1.00 per person!! There's no
easier way to make money! Log onto
TeamMagma.com or call 1-877-866-2462,
SPRING BREAK 2001! CANCUN & BAHAMAS.
EAT, DRINK, TRAVEL FOR FREE, WANTED
CAMPUS REPS! Call USA SPRING BREAK,.toll-free
(877) 260.6077, for trip information and rates.:
25 Continuous Years of Student travel!
www.usaspring break.com
ervice
Programs Offered at the Gathering
p p p g
provide diverse groups of students.and adults from
•the city: andthe suburbs with tools to build leader- ':
ship arid-cbminunity.': '•. 7:7., : • 7;;7.v ,;
: \ ,• 7;77,
rft:::Beat-the-Qdds;::Sa;'program; :created ;by the
Cfoldren's>;De^nse :
:Fuhdyto ; recognize :tlie
achieymentsjof childreriwhohveiexcelled in the
face of extraprdinary adversity in each of Hartford's
public schools.,.-; ••-.!\':,7;'777'7' .:.'.•;•• 7, •"•'.:V: .';7 0 7.
•":."• Hah4'-in-Hand:a;ment6ringprogram for kindeh :
gar ten students at Milner School in Hartford which
seeks to provde longterrn emotional support and
encoiiragrnent. : : : • :
•••Ifyou are interested in being a volunteer in any
of these programs,pleasecontact Laura Berrnanst:
7 ' : ' . . • • • "•'•. _ •'••'••••: 2 7 8 - 1 0 9 0 . , : '• • '•,
Delivery
233-8888 ORIGINAL NEW YORK P B M Lar|che-ePizza
495 Farmington Avenue „ J.,,; Only!
$7,00 minimum
for delivery
We deker anywhere in West Hartford or Hartford Monday only!
233-8888
Open 7 days a week -11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
We deliver slices and cigarettes
Use your charge card
for any delivery.,,
($10,00 minimum)
Small 12" (8 slices) Thin Crust * Medium 16" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Smal l Med ium Large Sicilian
Cheese ..'.. $7.50 $9.85 $13.00 $13.00
Pepperoni Pepperoni $ 9.00 $13.00 $17.00 $18.00
Veggie $10.00 $14.85 $17.50 $18.50
Sgt, Pepperoni Special $11.50 $18.00 $22,00 $22.00
Additional Toppings $.50 $1.00 ..$1.50 ...$1.50
TOPPINGS: Pepperoni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, Tomatoes and Ham,
HEHOES (Hot or Cold)
with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mushrooms,
mayo, BBGisauce, tot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.
Philly Cheese Steak $5,50
Philly Cheese Steak w/Bacon $6.25
Philiy Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak ; $7.45
Chicken Parmigiana $5.15
. E§§$aftVPam\\§\ana ' > $5.15
Meatball Parmigiana $5.15
Ham, Salami, Cheese $5.40
Ham & Cheese $5.15
Turkey & Cheese $5.15
Tuna & Cheese $5.15
Veggie & Cheese , $4.50
Pepperoni & Cheese , „• , $5,40
Salami & Cheese. .;........ ...,.....,.....,$4.90
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese... $5.65
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese ...." $6-00:
BUS Cheese.. ..............$4.25
Grilled Ham & Cheese ........... $4.90
DINNERS
served w/garlic bread w/cheese
• • Lasagna • Manicotti • Ravioli • Stuffed Shells •
$6.30 (with Meat - $1.00 extra)
All prices do not include tax.
CALZONES
Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Ricotta, Mozzarella and Parmesan
cheeses blended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce.
Calzone ;......, • $4.90
each additional filling $ -50
APPETIZERS
Buffalo Tenders (6) for $5.75
Buffalo Wings (mild, hot or suicide) (12) for $6.00
Chicken Fingers $6.00
Mozzarella Sticks (7) for$4J5
Onion Rings , $3.20
French Fries $2.65
Cheese Fries $3.70
Fried Dough (8) for $2.50
Breadsticks (8) for $2.50
Garlic Bread $1.85




Antipasto Salad , $5.75
Tuna Salad . , $5.75
Extra Dressing $.50
DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Italian, Fat Free Italian
DISSERTS
Triple Chocolate Cake , $3.25
SODAS (one liter) $1,60 (two liter) $2.50
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea Coke, Sprite, Grape, Orange
FREE Order of FREED DOUGH |FBEE Order of GARLIC BREAD J
w i t h A n y P i z z a O r d e r | with Any Medium Pizza Order |
Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined. |
Must mention coupon before ordering »
I
I
Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined. |
Must mention coupon before ordering
$2.00 OFF
Any Medium Pizza
Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.




Any Large Pizza I
IMust present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.Must mention coupon before ordering
$1.00 OFF
Any Small Pizza
Must present coupon • Coupon cannot be combined.
Must mention coupon before ordering
Large Cheese Pizza $7 JO
with purchase of any
Large Pizza •
I Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.
L Must mention coupon before ordering
smm SHBUB usm smSm J K H S 39S&8I 88S8& ffiWffit warn KSKM ttttB'rara woeM
— — • i !•••••• I N R M i n w #WKH J8BHS fifffflflflft
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A Sports Editor's Commentary on Watching the
Olympics on NBC - "Bob Costas, You're a Dork!"
Although the Olympics Are Very Special, the Way They Are Portrayed on TV is Slightly Annoying
BY JUSTIN SUGHRUE
Sports Editor
If you've been watching the
Olympics half-heartedly, and
you're wondering why you're
not captivated, let me tell you
your problem. Nothing. Before
I explain, I will commend Aus-
tralia and their people for host-
ing the games of the
twenty-seventh Olympiad with
style and grace.
Like the millions of others
watching the closing ceremo-
nies on Sunday night, I was
amazed at the spirit of the ath-
letes, the blazing fireworks
show, and of course, celebs like
Elle MacPherson.
However, I found it quite dif-
ficult to maintain a level of in-
terest throughout the actual
games, perhaps for several rea-
sons. First of all, there's the is-
sue of the host, Mr. Bob Costas.
Hello???!!! This guy is NBC's
poster sports-announcer, and I
find him tiresome.
The typical viewer has stayed
up pretty late to watch some
sport, and a lot of the time they
are forced to stare at Costas's
mug, and listen to him explain
the docket for the wee hours of
the morning:
"Next up, ladies and gentle-
men, we're gonna move to the
men's floor exercises, followed
•bjBiW®tt*«iiSsttTing. After that,
we will get a chance to see the
new kayaking course at work,
and then we'll sneak a peek at
synchronized swimming."
Wow, Bob, really? All of that? In
the next three hours? Awesome!
Do you really expect us, the
American public, to beleive that
you are actually as interested as
you sound? We're no that gull-
ible, Bobbib.
But enough about that short
little man and his pathetic at-
temptsathumor; let's talk about
some of these so-called "sports,"
and the so-called "announcers"
that we are forced to listen to as
we search for the mute button
on the remote.
' That which characterizes
sports is the process of scoring.
The person or team that wins a
sport is the person or team with
the better score, whether it be
higher or lower. In the Olym-
pics, many sports
are "scored" by a
panel of judges, but
let's hope they are
right in every score
they hand out, so
that competition re-









judges, listen up -
the synchronized
swimmers will be
judged on their de-
gree of ...well, syn-
chronization, obviously, and
then of course you have to
watch carefully to make sure no
one's having a tea party under-
water, 'cause that would be a
major deduction..."
Sometimes "sports" should
best be labeled as "events" or
even "activities," if the essential
elements of tallying points and
scoring are missing.
The late-night viewer, having
been subjected to Costas's
feigned excitement over some
WWW.NBCCOM
erage of gymnastics coaches
touching their athletes on their
butts, must now listen to some
announcer constantly criticize
world-class Olympic athletes
over and over again.
Let's use diving as an ex-
ample, shall we? We watch
them jump in the Jacuzzi with
all of the other divers, then dry
themselves with that loofah-
esque spongy thing. Now we are
ready for the dive. "Mark is go-
ing to be performing a two and
a half somersault twist [with
whipped cream and a cherry on
top.l"
So we watch as the diver per-
forms the dive with what ap-
pears to be effortlessness and
superb perfection. But wait.
"OOOOOOHHH, that's going to
cost him, agreeable announcer
to my left, because as we all
know, his toes weren't perfectly
straight 'upon entry1 and I think
I saw a splash, but I'm not....Oh
yes, there it is in the replay, a tiny
little splash." Can't we do away
with the phrase "upon entry"?
These male and female divers,
are, after all, walking around in
speedos.
"You know, critical an-
nouncer to my right, you're
right..now, Mark and his coach
have been working on this no-
splash technique for months
and months, but according to
my [sketchy! sources, it all de-
} k - yoxir-prnky
toes perfectly straight 'upon en-
try.1
Oh, and you can just see the
disappointment on his face as
he enters the Jacuzzi. He better
master his fifteenth dive or his
fourteenth is really going to
take a toll on his overall score."
Can these people keep their
mouths shut for two seconds,
please? I'd like to see some of
them get up on the diving plat-
form. I bet some of them would
urinate themselves in front of
t h e c r o w d . • ' : • • •
This article is in response to
many of my close friends ex-
plaining how much they like
the different "sports," of the
Olympics. I do admit that most
of the time they are entertain-
ing, but they could be so much
more with a few minor changes.
Just don't change Elle
MacPherson at the closing cer-
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••: Sold In most Drug Stores or via our web site
#g} www.AirborneHealth.coi
; J U or call 1-800-590-9794
1 'M>W I MIH TCATCH CPU'S' • i.c
o r t ^
•M
CHEESE PIZZA
14" Medium $7.95 16" Large $9.95
Additional Toppings: $.50 on med. $1.00 on large
anchovies bacon broccoli eggplant
garlic hamburger cherry peppers mushrooms
olives onions pepperoni peppers
ricotta sausage spinach , tomatoes
SHEET PAN PIZZA"
$15.00
Additional toppings $2.00 each
• • 4 HOURS NOTICE PUASEU
GRINDERS
8" Half 16" Whole






ROAST BEEF $3.95 $7.90
TUNA $3.95 $7.90
COMBO (2 kinds of above) $4.50 $9.00
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA $3.95 $7.90
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA $4.25 $8.50
CHICKEN CUTLET $4.25 $8.50
VEAL PARMIGIANA $4.25 $8.50
VEALCUHET : . . . . $ 4 . 2 5 $8.50
STEAK/CHEESE $4.25 $8.50 .
MEATBALLS . $3.95 $7.90
SAUSAGE $3.95 . . . . . . $7.90
B.L.T. $3.95 $7.90
VEGGIE/CHEESE $3.95 $7.90
ITALIAN . $4.99 $9.98
SALADS
CHICKEN SALAD $6.00
Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes,
olives and cucumbers.
CHEF SALAD $5.75
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives,
ANTIPASTO : . . . . $5.75
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce.
TUNA SALAD :....,.... $5.25
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.
GREEK SALAD : $5.25
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers,
cucumbers and olives.
TOSSED SALAD .• S1.95
Italian, Creamy Italian, French, Blue Cheese, Ranch
Thousand Island, andLite Italian! : ;
Extra Dressing ., • •;. ,40<s
SIDE ORDERS
WINGS (Mild, Hot) . . . . (10) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5.25
M O Z Z A R E L L A S T I C K S (8) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 4 . 9 5
C H I C K E N F I N G E R S .. (10) . . . . . ;.:•; ',\-C . J . f;: $ 4 . 9 5
G A R L I C B R E A D (16") .•....; $3.00
FRIES • , , . . . : . : ' . . . . : . $1,99
CHIPS '..• ; . : . , ; , . . : . . S.50




^ " « > With $7.00 Minimum Purchase














2 CAHS OF SODA
F1EE
Buy a Large Cheese
With One Topping





Buy 16" Giant Grinder
And Get
1 BAG OF CHIPS &
1 CAN SODA
CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
HOUSE SPECIAL . . . . MED $10.00 . LARGE $15.00
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom: onions, :
peppers, ' . . '
CHICKEN PESTO . . . . MED $9.95 . . LARGE $13.25
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pssto sauce.
SHRIMP PESTO MED $11.25 . LARGE $14.25
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes,
basted In Pesto sauce.
WHITE PIE MED $7.95 , . . URGE $9.95
Fresh Mozzarelia, toma.no cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.
WHITE CLAM MED $7.95 , . . URGE $9.95
Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
RANCH CHICKEN ..MED $9.95 . . URGE $13.25
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions,
tomatoes, basted In ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN " • • ' . . . . , , . . ; . MED $9.95 ,.., LARGE $13.25
Pineapple, peppers, ham and hot sauce,:
Coupon Can't Be Combined With Any Other Offer.
Must Mention Coupons When Ordering.
• One :Coupon per order.-
PASTA AND PINNERS-
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH SAUCE . . , . $5.95
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH MEATBALLS $6.95
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH SAUSAGE $6.95
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA $7.95
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA $8.95
VEAL PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA . , . . . $7.95
BAKED ZITI : , , . . , ; . . . . . . . . $7.95
MEAT RAVIOLI , . $6.95
CHEESE RAVIOLI $6.95
VEGGIE RAVIOLI $6.95
Includes salad and roll •
DESSERT
Cheese Cake . . . . . . . . . . ' $2.25
C a p p a c h i n o ' C h o c o l a t e C a k e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 2 . 2 5
. B E V E R A G E S ,. , . • • , • , . , ; . ,., . .
«****«
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Men's Soccer Goes 2-1
in Last Three Games
Team Loses 3-0 This Past Weekend to Williams
BY IRFAN RIZVI
Sports Writer
On Saturday, September 23, the Ban-
tam Men's Soccer team hosted the na-
tionally-ranked Bates squad. Coming
into the match, Bates had an impressive
3-0 record with a win over NESCAC foe,
Amherst College; the Bantams, mean-
while, struggled through theirfirst three
games, posting a record of 0-1-2. Bates
was the clear favorite, but the Bantams
were determined to prove otherwise.
From the outset it was apparent that
Trinity was prepared for its opponent. In
the opening minutes Tim Cross '04
found himself in front of the goal and
calmly slipped the ball between the
Bates keeper's legs. This was the first goal
Trinity had scored in approximately 240
minutes of play, after their season open-
ing tie at Coast Guard.
Moments later, Bates, proving they
were a competent squad, countered with
a fantastic opportunity off a free kick on
play. Bates controlled the pace of the
game, and it paid off in the sixty-ninth
minute, when poor marking from the
Trinity defense and a solid strike from
the Bates midfielder put one in for the
Bobcats.
However, the Bantams proved that
they are cool under pressure. They were
able to maintain the lead and secure the
victory. While the Bants were not happy
with their second-half performance,
they improved their record tol-1-2, while
Bates fell to 3-1.
On Wednesday, Septmeber twenty-
seventh, the Bants hosted the Seahawks
of Salve Regina University, a tough squad
with an even tougher nickname.
It was up to sophomore Morgan
Sandell to capitalize on a free kick with
19:35 left to play in the second half, in
order to break a 1-1 tie.
As calmly and stealthily as a tiger,
Sandell easily flicked the ball past the
Seahawks' keep, and the announcer
could be heard for miles: "GOALA!!!
GOALA!!!"
As calmly and stealthily as a tiger, Sandell easily
flicked the ball past the Seahawks' keep, and the
announcer could be heard for miles: "GOALAU!
GOALA!!!"
top of the penalty area.
The ball was crossed in and found the
head of a Bates striker, who headed it to-
wards the goal. Fortunately for the Ban-
tams, the Trinity goalkeeper, Tom
Hambrick-Stowe '01, made a brilliant
dwingsave to his right to deflect the ball
wide.
Shortly after, Trinity struck again.
Steve "the Robot" Rovithis '01 made a
perfect pass on the ground to Morgan
"the Chef" Sandell '03. Sandell chased it
down and slipped it by the flailing Bates
keeper.
Trinity continued its high level of play
in the first half, when Sandell, Stewart
Poole '03, and Brett Macquarrie '01, all
had great chances in front of the net, but.
were unable to connect on them. Going
in to the half, the Bantams were leading
2-0 over a desperate Bates.
In the second half the Bantams were
unable to maintain their high level of
As if this wasn't enough, senior tri-
captain Caley landorio added insult to
injury by slamming home a late goal,
ensuring the Bantam victory.
This past Saturday, September thirti-
eth, the Bants would be forced to accept
their first loss in three games. A tough
Williams team ptSWd too 'much for tW
Bants, as sophomore Jamaican import
Alex Blake scored two goals against Trin-
ity.
At half time, Trinity was only down 1-
0, a result of stellar goalkeeping by se-
nior Tom Hambrick-Stowe and solid
all-around play.
But as the second half wore on and as
fatigue started to plague the Bants, Will-
iams' Blake was able to ensure a victory
with his two second half goals.
The men's soccer team hopes to re-
bound this weekend when they travel to
Waterville, Maine to play Colby at 11:00
am.
Beavers Beat Bantams
Men's Rugby practicing with intensity.
BY BEN FLACCUS
Sports Writer
The Trinity Men's Rugby Team began
their first season in the Eastern New En-
gland conference with a tough loss on
Saturday. The Bantam ruggers, who had
finished near the top of the Southern
New England conference for the past sev-
eral years, were moved over by the league
this summer as part of a plan to rede-
sign the New England Rugby conference
••'systemr'-spheif' -first 1 OSSL earned • the*
hands of Babson College, who barely
won 17 to 16.
After an error in scheduling forced the
cancellation of the Bantams first game
last week against Roger Williams, the
Trinity Ruggers found themselves open-
ing their season this weekend against the
Babson Beavers, the defending league
champions. Undaunted by the success
of their opponents last year, the Bantams'
head-coach Bob Merola laid out a simple
game plan: Dominate in the first twenty
minutes and retain possession of the ball
throughout the game. From the start it
appeared that the Bantams would do just
that. The Trinity forwards (led by Cap-
tain Matt Wikstrom '01 at 8-man) came
on strong, dominating the scrums and
winning their rucks. Babson stood no
chance against the powerful Trinity
pack, which consisted of Dave Allen '03,
Rob Bohn '02 and Ben Flaccus '02 in the
front row and Nick Hildebidle '02 and
Al White '03 at locks. The back row,
which included flankers Darren King '01
and Dan Jones '02, came onto the ball
with speed and force, driving the Beavers
farther towards their own try zone.
After marching down the field, the
Bantams put the first numbers of the day
on the board when wing Billy Yorns '01
converted on a penalty with a booming
kick through the uprights. Now it was
time for the Bantam backs to shine.
Scrum-half Dave Mattie '03 and Fly-half
Loua Coetzee '01 communicated bril-
liantly to spin the ball out to the back
line where Jorge Zarzosa '01 at Full back
was able to demonstrate his ankle break-
ing moves and Adam Reckert '02 at in-
• side eentef eominiffid to-pound away at -
the Babson defense. The Bantams refused
to let up and Yorns quickly scored again,
this time. on. a try in the corner.
By the end of the first half the Ban-
tams, who had looked so strong at the
outset of the half, began to falter.
The second half saw Mattie come out
with a shoulder injury, and he was re-
placed byjamie McCloskey '01 at scrum-
half. Eric Francis '03 came in for Billy
Yorns at wing. The Bantams began the
half with the same vigor with which
they had opened the game and before
long, outside center Matt Albrecht '01
used his blinding speed to score again in
the corner. The conversion was missed,
but the Bantams would score on a kick
just minutes later to bring the game to a
nail-biting score of 16-14 in favor of Trin-
ity.
Despite some brilliant plays by King
and Wikstrom as well as some fancy
footwork in the back line, the Bantams
found themselves down 17-16 at the end
of the game.
Despite the loss, the Bantams still ex-
pect to excel in their new conference.
Phil Flakesruns the ball up field.
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Seniors - facing 6MAT, IS AT, MCAT?
Juniors, sophomores - satisfying distribution?
Freshmen - gaining proficiency?
The Trinity Mathematics Center
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There're not exactly the Oakland
Raiders of the 1970s, but I'm sure that
anyone of them would proudly don the
Silver and Black. Also, these 2000 Oak-
land Athletics would be perfectly at
home playing for John Madden. Al-
though you won't see Jason Giambi suit-
ing up for Sunday, but the As have shown
the hard working blue collar grit that
propelled the Raiders of the 70's to Su-
per Bowl glory. Like those great teams
the As are a full of, but soon to not be, no
name players and guys a lot of other
teams left for dead.
Before his appearance in this year's
All-Star Game Who know about Jason
Giambi? And with A-Rod, Nomar, and
Jeter at shortstop in the AL the name of'
Miguel Tejada doesn't come too often,
now is does. Remember Jason
Isringhausen? He was savior of theMets
pitching staff that had arm trouble a few
years ago. Isringhausen has come back
this year to post 33 saves. Then there's
12-year veteran Kevin Appier, who
struggle with the Royals in the middle
90's. This year he posted 15 wins.
With an American League best 2.88
ERA and 21-7 record in September the
As and flying high, but they have a for-
midable opponent in the New York Yan-
kees. Despite loosing seven games in a.
row and backing in the playoff the Bronx
Bombers have something that the youth-
ful A's don't: playoff experience. Hum,
•"winning the last three out of the four
World Series could give the Yankees an
edge or at least be the X-factor. Look for
the streaking A's to continue their hot
streak by beating the Yankees in four
games in the Divisional Series.
l e of ,.the Chicago
in three. You can put that on the board,
Yes!
In the NL playoff I don't think you can
find a better story than that of Jim
Edmonds. His first year after he tore the
labrum in his right shoulder while
weightlif ting Edmonds has one of the
best seasons of 2000. Posting a career
best 42 homeruns and 108 RBIs and de-
spite what Ken Griffy Jr. may say he's still
one of most consistent exciting fielders
in the game, just check out those things
they call Gold Gloves in his trophy case.
It's fitting that he's in he playoffs with the
St. Louis Cardinals. While the Card's
don't have big names in pitching or the
Cy Youngs of the Atlanta Braves, their
staff does match up pretty well. I love
these guys...Big Mac, Edmonds, Rick
Ankiel, even getting old school Eric
Davis. I mean who wouldn't? I'd like to
see the Braves finally move down to
Florida and move in with Buffalo Bills
of the early 90s and someone else from
the National League get to the Series.
The Red Birds take it in five.
One title that the Nets won't we wear-
ing after the Divisional Series is that of
Giant killers. What it comes down to is
the Mets inability to win on the Road and
the Giants domination at Pac Bell Park.
In the last five years only one team with
a loosing record on the road has won the
World Series, the 1997 Marlins. Adding
to the Mest up-hill battle the Giants have
posted a 54-18 home record in their last
72 games, which includes Livan
Hernandez's 12-3 2.98 home perfor-
mance.
Oh by the way, he's pitching game one
in the San Fran. Furthermore, Barry
Bonds although he's been less than spar-
kling on the road he's put up Herculean
numbers at home. The Giants will win
all their games home, but may struggle
in New York, no the Giant have-home
record in the AL, but as the "Kids" will
soon find out it won't help them in the
second season. The Sox have more holes
in their pitching staff than Swiss cheese
and Seattle's potent lineup will eat it up.
Look for Seattle to put the Kids to sleep
five.
Next week: Shawon Dunston and Eric
Davis join Chris Sabo to sing "Glory
Days," Benny Agbayani leans how many
outs there are in art inning, and Jerry
Manual heats up baby bottles.
Nut
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The Sports Nut travels the campus each week-
end to find out what people are thinking about
various athletic issues, events, and endeavors
that he finds interesting. Catch him if you can.
This week, The Sports Nut made it all the way to
the Clemens dormitory to see what these oft-
forgotten residents of the Trinity community felt
about the results against Williams.
Sports Nut; "Girls, how do you feel about the fact
that we failed to score a single point against those
Kay Bassen '03 and Caroline Cummings'03:
'What was the question? When should we say
CHEESE?"
This Week In Sports
Men's Football Oct. 7. - At Hamilton - 1:30pm
Men's Soccer Oct. 7 -At Colby - 11:00am













- At Conn. - 3:00pm
- At Bates - 4:00pm
- At Smith - 4:15pm
-At Colby - 1:30pm
-At Amherst - 4:30pm
- At Colby - 11:00am
-7 - Trinity Tourn. - Amherst,
College, Tufts, Wesleyan
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Trinity Football Experiences
Tough Times at Williams
Team is Baffled 23-0 After Season Opening Win Vs. Bates
Football hopes to bring Hamilton down the way they did against Bates".
BY SHANE EARLY
Sports Writer
Trinity's Football team trav-
eled up to Williamstown last
Saturday to play NESCAC rival
and traditional powerhouse
Williams College. Hopes were
high for the Bantams, and last
week's impressive victory over
Bates created a buzz around
campus.
Conversely, Williams was
comingoff an extremely disap-
pointing and surprising loss to
Colby College. Saturday's game
had important implications in
NESCACstandings, as a loss for
Williams would have placed
them two games back in the
NESCAC with six games left in
the season.
four sacks. This did not prove
to be enough. Williams" scorefl
ten points in the third quarter
to establish a 23-0 lead.
The Williams offense was
able to rush the ball sixty times,
and in doing so the Ephs were
able to control the game. All in
all, the more experienced, pol-
ished Eph offense proved too
much for a tired Bantam de-
fense.
What's more, Trinity's of fense
was never able to get things go-
ing on Saturday. Plagued by
three and out possessions, the
Bantams were not able to ex-
ecute their offense with the
same precision Bantam fans
had seen the week before. .
Much of the credit for this
goes to the Williams defense, an
Much of the credit for this goes to the
Williams defense, an experienced squad,
that simply would not let the Trinity
offense get the rhythm that it needed to
be effective.
In a game that was expected
to produce big plays and lots of
offense, Williams was able to
pull out a 23-0 victory. Despite
the rather lopsided score, the
game was not won on explosive
offensive plays; rather Williams
was able to dominate both the
time of possession and field po-
sition battles.
Williams controlled the clock
through long methodical drives
that forced the young Bantam
defense to remain on the field
for nearly thirty-eight of the
game's sixty minutes.
The Barrtarn defense kept
Trinity in the game during the
first half, as they were able to
successfully pressure the Will^
iams quarterback and record
experienced squad that simply
would not let the Trinity offense
get the rhythm that it needed to
be effective.
The well-rested Eph defense
was able to pressure the Ban-
tams' uarterback Greg Ward '02,
sacking him three times and
forcing him to scramble from
the pocket several times.
Due to the Williams lead
Trinity was forced to rely
mainly on the passing game.
Ward was able to complete 12 of
32 passes for ninety yards. Star
running back Brian Fabrizio '03
ran for 71 yards on 17 carries.
Tom Pierandi '04 was also effec-
tive in carrying the ball for the
•Bantams* as-he 'rushed for 31
yards on 4 carries. Unfortu-
n a t e l y , M f e
notable to execute the way they
had hoped and this day be-
longed to Williams.
After reviewing the game
film Head Coach Chuck Priore
felt the game was closer than
the score may have let on!
Coach Priore says his Bantam
squad, "...played like a young
team."
This was emphasized by the
experience of Williams. Priore
felt his team had their chances,
including a fumble recovery in
Williams's territory and an-
other drive which took the Ban-
tams deep into Williams'
territory.
On Saturday the Bantams
were just not able to bust a big
play offensively or defensively.
"We didn't execute," says Priore,
"and that's my main concern."
Though the effort was there,
Priore emphasizes, "We just
weren't as prepared as we
needed to be."
Williams, as this past week-
end clearly showed, has unbe-
lievably good sports teams, and
football is no exception.
From the. opening kickoff,
this Eph squad looked poised,
focused, and ready to play foot-
ball.
You could see it in the faces,
and you could tell that the fans
were ready for a victory.
NESCAC is currently wide
open and the Bantams are right
in the thick of things. If the
team is able to execute and play
up to its potential, it will be one
of the league's dominant teams.
This week of practice will be
crucial in order to prepare for
their next game.
With a record of 1-1 the Ban-
tams will travel up to Hamilton
College this week in hopes of
• returning home with their sec-
ond victory.
Field Hockey in
Search of a "W"
Amherst Game This Wednesday is Big!• !
\ BY KIM FRANZONI
Sports Writer
With a current record of 1-6,
the field hockey team is looking
to pick up the second half of
their season after a six game
losing streak when they play at
Amherst on Wednesday.
Last Thursday the team was
defeated by Springfield College
at home by a score of four to two.
The first Trinity goal of the
game was scored by senior tri-
captain Whitney Brown, who
forcefully pushed the ball be-
hind the Springfield goalie.
Freshman midfielder Kristen
Grabowski gave Trinity their
College and unfortunately came
up short with a score of two to
zero. Although no points were
scored for Trinity, ferocious play
was maintained in the circle.
Junior midfielder Kaitlin Wil-
son, "Player of the Game" at Wil-
liams, did a great job working
the "small ball" game with
sophomore teammate Jenny
Rieg, and managed to slam the
ball up the sideline to her wing.
While the scores may seem
frustrating, the team is still hav-
ing a great time on the field.
They are improving every game
and high hopes remain for the
rest of the season.
Sophomore Katie Bowman
exclaims, "The team is so strong,
While the scores may seem frustrating,
the team is still having a great time on
the field. They are improving every game
and high hopes remain for the rest of the
season.
second point by scoring her first
collegiate goa.1 Irom-the ;tQp_,g£,,;
the circle off Springfield's at-
tempted goalie clear.
The first half was a bit shaky,
but the Lady Bants managed to
pick up their game in the sec-
ond half and held possession for
the majority of the final thirty-
five minutes.
Senior tri-captain Mary
Jacobs played a fabulous game
for Trinity and won herself the
title of the team's "Player of the
Game." She controlled the
midf ield the entire seventy min-
utes and switched fields at cru-
cial times.
On Saturday, the team trav-
eled to Williamstown, Massa-
chusetts to play Williams
it is frustrating that we have not
J b b j l h M l L
net. We are all aware of the old
expression that 'defense wins
games,' but offense-ireally: is just
as important. I am confident
that we will be able to rally and
get out of this slump."
With the new conference
setup this year, all Trinity has to.
do is remain in the top seven out
of the nine teams in the league
in order to make it to the play-
offs.
Being a traditionally strong
program, this should not be a
problem. They share the atti-
tude that they have nothing to
lose and are excited to give it all
they have for the next seven
games!
Women's field hockey fighting fiercely.
